
 NEW!  Legendary
A mysterious woman—glimpsed at nightfall or dawn at the edge of the 
woods… Is she an enchantress?  A fairy? Certainly the stuff of legend!  
This beguiling velvet duster sets the stage for fascination. 100% cotton 
knit, hand wash. Sizes M-XXL. In Black or Moss. Imported.
A40012  Velvet Duster $118

 NEW!  Forever young
Legend holds that one who carries an acorn will be eternally young. These 
small gifts of the lofty oak offer the promise of a shining future. Sterling silver 
brings a lasting beauty to the form of the humble acorn. Pendant on 18" 
chain.
J20033  Silver Acorn Pendant  $48
J10021  Silver Acorn Earrings  $50

 NEW!  raven’s Treasure
EXCLUSIVE! Carry a raven to guard your treasures. A soaring raven 
adorns this bag on a medallion of copper with a natural handcrafted patina 
that varies with each piece. Butter-soft leather bag in black with cordovan 
accent is lined with suede. Zipper closure, one inside pocket and two outer 
pockets. 7" x 13½" x 2¼" with 26" strap. Handmade in USA.
B40656  Raven Handbag  $185

actual size
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    EXCLUSIVE!  ravens in The sun
Despite their midnight plumage, ravens are actually creatures of the day. Two 
corvids bid farewell to the sun as it begins its descent in this warm-hued tapestry 
designed by artist Laura Iverson. 36" x 26" artfully woven tapestry comes with a 
black iron-finish hanging rod. 53% cotton/47% polyester. Made in USA.  
Gift wrap and rush delivery not available.
D50550  Raven Wall Hanging  $68

 NEW! high-neck cardigan
The refined view of the sweater. Clean lines 

and classic styling bring this cardigan a more 
sophisticated flair. Enlivened by subtle flecks 

of color, the soft merino wool offers the 
friendly touch of a comfortable favorite. 
Sizes S-XXL (sizes run small; if between 

sizes, order one size up). In Merlot or 
Moss. 100% merino wool. 

Dry clean. Made  
in Donegal, Ireland.
A20021  High-Neck 

Cardigan  
$178

 Lindau  
guesT Book & JournaL
The far-reaching influence of Celtic art is seen in the 8th century Lindau 
Gospel of Switzerland, a dense interlace of Celtic knotwork rendered 
in precious metals. These reproduction covers convey the opulent 
original in amazing detail: the feel of inlay and jewels, and raised-texture 
knotwork and medallions. Large journal and guest book both feature fully 
decorated flap with magnetic closure, sewn binding with two ribbons to 
mark your place, and memento pouches inside the back cover. Each has 
144 acid-free unlined pages.
C14011  Lindau Guest Book (9" x 7")  $24.95
C14012  Lindau Large Journal (8¼" x 11¾")  $29.95

Large Journal

Guest Book

Moss

gaelsong.com2

WELCOME TO GAELSONG
Autumn marks the completion of the year. The harvest is in, and we spend time under the scarlet and gold trees, reflecting on the  
gifts of nature before the cold drives us indoors. 

We prepare for the days ahead, knowing the wheel of the year must pass through the dark before we once again turn to the light.  
Now is the time to pause and breathe, to appreciate the rhythm of the seasons. At GaelSong, we invite you to take the opportunity this 
season to commune with the world of the Celts.

—Colleen Connell, Founder

 ravens
Ravens, mystical messengers of the Otherworld, bring magic to your décor. 
Finely crafted, realistic-looking feathered ravens add an extraordinary note. 
Large is 13" beak to tail, small is 7½". Choose Flying or Standing.  
All have wires on their feet for positioning.
D24130  Small Raven: Flying  $10,  Standing  $8
D24140  Large Raven: Flying  $48,  Standing  $38

 eLemenTs in BaLance
The cool ethereal blues of air and water meet the warm tones of fire and 
earth. Kyanite—the gemstone of dreams—lifts your spirit, while copper 
keeps you grounded. Blue pearls, crystals and kyanite are accented 
with eternal knotwork in glowing copper. Earwires are hypoallergenic 
niobium; necklet is 18" long. Made in USA.
J21410   Kyanite & Copper Necklace  $42
J10900  Kyanite & Copper Earrings  $25

actual size

Natural Cream

Oatmeal

Brown
 key To  
your hearT
The Claddagh—symbol of 
love, loyalty and friendship.  
Combined with the key, it 
symbolizes the security of your love 
and openness of your heart. Sterling silver 
pendant on 18" chain. Made in Ireland.
J20013  Claddagh Key Pendant  $48

actual size

 The nesTLing
A young fairy has found a quiet place to rest awhile—a spot with a lovely 
view.  She won’t mind if you leave a trinket or two for her to look after.  
Bronzed nest is 3½" wide; fairy sits 3" tall.
D68070  Fairy in Nest  $28

NEW!  The secreT oF keLLs 
Drawn in a style reminiscent 
of medieval illumination, 
magic, fantasy and Celtic 
mythology come together 
in a dazzling story about 
the power of imagination 
and faith to carry humanity 
through dark times. 2010 
Academy Award nominee. 
All ages. 75 min. + extras.
M80011 Secret of Kells 

DVD  $29.95
 Blu-Ray/DVD  $39.95

 EXCLUSIVE!   
 organic BLack sheep sweaTer
In western Ireland, sheep still graze the countryside, herded 
home by keeper and collies. The undyed naturally brown 
wool of these sweaters is knitted in a mill beside the River 
Gweestin, where woolens have been made since the 17th 
century. With the traditional pattern of the Aran Islands, this 
sweater has substantial weight without being bulky. Also 
available in Oatmeal and Natural Cream. Made in County 
Kerry, Ireland. Men’s sizes; women order one size smaller 
than usual. XS-XXL.

A20530  Organic Black Sheep Sweater  $168

actual size
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    trinity Knot lamp
Reminiscent of highly prized Tiffany 
lamps of the late 19th century, this is 
a classic with a Celtic twist. Leaded 

glass knots in vivid shades of blue 
and deep violet glow against a sunny 

amber-colored background, all atop a 
decorative bronze-finished metal base. 

Ideal size for foyer, desk or bedside, lamp 
measures 18" in height. Imported. Gift 

wrap and rush delivery are not available.
D30450  Trinity Knot Lamp  $110

 EXCLUSIVE!  
spiral of tHE sun
Dynamic spirals—a symbol of the sun—shine in radiant copper, a dazzling 
combination of elements in distinctive jewelry. Sensational necklet loops 
curved rays of copper around your neck; coordinating earrings add a 
final shining twirl. Necklet is 17" overall. See coordinating hair pin online. 
Handcrafted in Ireland by coppersmith Kieran Cunningham. 
J10890  Copper Triple Spiral Earrings  $48
J21120  Copper Triple Spiral Necklace  $118

 swing Bag
Grab this bag, toss in a few necessities—wallet, keys, phone—swing it over your shoulder and head 
out with a light step and a bit of Celtic dash. Compact leather bag with embossed eternal knot has 
two interior compartments and two zippered pockets, one inside and one on the back. Vegetable-
tanned Italian leather, in brown or black. Bag measures 6½" x 5½" x 1½" (expands to 3"). Strap 
adjusts from 48"-55."  Made in Ireland.
B40720  Embossed Knot Swing Bag  $138

Pearl Grey

Natural Brown

Berry

   lamBswool 
sHrug

Surround yourself with a 
cloud of soft warmth. With 

an offbeat flair, this Irish 
lambswool shrug drapes 

beautifully around your 
shoulders like a scarf or 

stole, flattering your face. 
As snug as a sweater, it 

will keep you comfortably 
toasty. Available in Pearl 

Grey, Natural Brown 
or Berry. 95% merino 

wool/5% cashmere;  
dry clean. Sizes XS-L.  

Made in Ireland.
A25000   Lambswool  

Shrug  $89

 Knot so simplE
The elegant simplicity of a trinity knot, rendered 
in gleaming sterling silver—now with the added 
intricacy of eternal knotwork. A surprising twist 
on the venerable design. On a 17" chain. Made 
in Ireland.
J20012  Trinity Knotwork Pendant  $48

actual size

  HousE 
warming
“Peace to this House”— 
a simple wish, always 
appropriate. May all be 
well where your loved ones 
gather. Place this room 
blessing anywhere a special 
reminder is needed. Pewter 
blessing can be attached to 
a wall or doorpost; curved 
shape allows you to put a 
small prayer scroll or note in 
the back. 4½" high, comes 
with hanging hardware in  
a gift box. Solid pewter.  
Made in USA.
D23870  House Blessing  

$24

 NEW!  BEyond tHE Basics 
Bouclé yarn brings depth and elegance to the warmth of the 
scarf and satin-lined hat. Deep moss interwoven with black 
echoes the Irish countryside. Wool blend; dry clean. Fringed 
scarf is 10" x 64". Made in Ireland.
B10011 Bouclé Scrunch Hat (one size) $68
B30014 Bouclé Scarf  $28

 NEW!  irisH JournEy  
The very essence of the Irish land itself 
forms this notable jewelry. Rare marbles of 
many colors evoke a journey around the 
Isle—green from Connemara, red from 
Cork, deep black from Kilkenny and 
white from Ulster. The red Cork marble 
is being quarried for the first time in a 
century, making this an exceptional 
heirloom!  Necklace is 18-20" long, 
accented with a large Connemara pendant.   
In an attractive presentation box.
J20034  Journeys Through Ireland Necklace  $248
J10025  Journeys Through Ireland Earrings  $78

actual size

 inis Ór
Passionate, exuberant, Inis Ór exudes the excitement 
of long summer nights lit by golden sunsets. Rich 
citrus and neroli top notes, fresh green middle notes 
of laurel and fig, and the warm sensuality of spiced 
woody base notes of cedar, oakmoss and cinnamon. 
Made in Ireland.
H20020   Inis Ór Eau de Parfum spray, 50 ml  $48
H20030   Inis Ór Body Lotion, 200 ml  $28
H20040   Gift Set (50 ml perfume, 100 ml lotion 
                    in a presentation box)  $55

shown at  
2/3 actual size
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EXCLUSIVE!    
9tH cEntury cats
Pangur Bawn, my cat, and I both  
Set our minds full on our work  
His calling is to hunt mice  
Mine is to seek out learning
Thus an unknown 9th century monk took a break from his manuscripts 
to pay tribute to his beloved cat in poetry. In the style of a manuscript 
illumination, knotwork enhances the form of these playful sterling silver 
felines. With garnet or deep green Dragonite™ stones. Pendant on 18" 
chain, with matching earrings. Made in USA by James Walton.
J21790  9th Century Cat Pendant  $48
J10350  9th Century Cat Earrings  $42

actual 
size

 NEW!  tHE swEatEr of irEland
The Aran cardigan has helped define Ireland’s heritage for centuries. Irish women knitted stitches 
in unique combinations that would be handed down through generations. Ours features a variety of 
traditional patterns: trellis, diamond, basket stitch, Irish moss, and cable.  Updated in the fresh greens 
of an Irish hillside, this medium-weight cardigan is as comfortable and welcoming as the family hearth. 
Sizes S-XL. 100% merino wool with wooden buttons. Hand wash or dry clean. Made in Ireland.
A20013  Green Classic Aran Cardigan  $98

 rEfinEd KnotworK
Strands of silver twine in eternal knots, forming a 
graceful marquis oval. Reaching together like a clasp 
of hands, they embrace a drop of amethyst. Sterling 
silver pendant of understated elegance, on 16" 
chain. Made in Scotland in a small family workshop.
J20016  Marquis Knot Pendant with Amethyst  $32

actual size

tHE BooK of KElls 
Peruse the most glorious pages of the original 
manuscript in a state of wonder. Enlargements 
illustrate the intricate knotwork and human and 
animal ornamentation. Updated text by Bernard 
Meehan. 95 pages, 117 illustrations, 110 in color. 
Paperback.
M10020  The Book of Kells  $19.95

Ancient Manuscripts
When Rome fell in the mid-fifth century and Europe 

descended into the Dark Ages, Irish monks preserved both 

writing and the Gospels through the art of illumination—

intricate letters, animals and patterns added to the copied 

texts in displays of high seriousness and surreal humor. 

The art reached its height with the renowned Book of Kells, 

and then spread throughout medieval Europe in hundreds 

of gilded manuscripts still treasured the world over.

  HandstitcHEd Journals
The Book of Kells, painstakingly crafted by medieval Irish monks, has 
been an inspiration both spiritual and artistic for centuries. Let the art of 
the Book of Kells inspire your musings in these 128-page journals. 7" x 9", 
lined, smooth cream archival paper. Handstitched coptic binding, a style 
developed by 4th century Christians in Egypt, allows the journal to open 
perfectly flat. A unique accordion-style memento pouch is mounted inside 
the back cover. Choose from Chi Rho, Four Evangelists, Iudæa or Quoniam.
C14890  Kells Journal  $22.95

Chi Rho QuoniamFour Evangelists Iudæa

EXCLUSIVE!     
ligHt of long ago
Light the oil lamp and slip back to 
an earlier time. Handmade ceramic 
lamp with little glass chimney 
produces a soothing, welcoming 
glow. Individually handmade and 
glazed; each will vary slightly. Burns 
standard lamp oil (not included). 
Made in a small family pottery in 
Yorkshire.
D67340 Celtic Knot Ceramic  

Oil Lamp  $42

 EtErnally yours
The Claddagh takes on new dimension. This elegant 
silver band combines the Claddagh with a ring of eternal 
knotwork, for a statement of eternal love and loyalty. 
Sterling silver, made in Ireland. Narrow 6 mm band in 
sizes 5-9; wide 8 mm band in sizes 9-12.
J76012  Narrow Eternal Knot Claddagh Ring  $65
J76013  Wide Eternal Knot Claddagh Ring  $78

actual size

 NEW!  from tHE Hands of a mastEr craftsman
Fine wood is the great gift of the tree, scarcely needing adornment. The intricate wood inlay on these 
handcrafted jewelry boxes is a master woodcrafter’s salute to the glory of wood. Heirloom-quality 
lockable jewelry box has a mirror on the interior lid; six velvet-lined compartments. Eternal Knot and 
Claddagh in mahogany; Trinity Knot in ash. 12" x 8½" x 3 ½". Rush delivery is not available.
D24017  Craftsman’s Jewelry Box  $148

 tHE spirit  of cEltic art
Monks painting the illuminations in manuscripts found the work an excellent path to 
meditation. Leave the contemporary world behind and find relaxation in the world of 
the Celts. Offers 80 sheets of Celtic-design outlines awaiting your color; ten colored 

pencils and a Celtic-design sharpener. 74-page 
book includes information on the Celtic people and 
their art, plus a collection of tales and legends to 

put you in a Celtic frame of 
mind. Design sheets are 8" x 
8¾". Presented in an elegant 
gift box. 
C40020  The Spirit of  

Celtic Art  $14.95

Claddagh

Open View

Eternal Knot

Trinity Knot
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 trEE of lovE   
The roots and branches of the Tree of Life unite all 
beings; its fruit is the gift of love. In this delightful 
pendant, flourishes of silver form a Tree of Life 
culminating in a heart—cradling another heart. 
Sterling silver pendant on 18" satin cord.
J21020  Tree of Love Pendant  $24

actual size

 NEW!   
wHat to wEar
EXCLUSIVE! Yes—this is the 
answer to your question. Artistic, 
elegant, luxurious: the sheen of 
silk velvet catches the light with 
every step you take, while intricate 
all-over embroidery suggests the 
esoteric. Satin-lined coat with 
unique diamond-shaped buttons. 
Dry clean. Espresso. Imported. 
Sizes S-XXL. Medium is 37" long. 
A40011 Embroidered  

Velvet Coat $198

 midnigHt gardEn
Moonlight shines through a wrought-iron gate in a garden in 
the late hour; a mysterious woman waits at midnight, holding 
a rose. Let these earrings of moonstone surrounded by brass 
over ethereal shades of niobium inspire the romantic in you. 
Hypoallergenic. Hand-made in USA by Holly Yashi.
J10016  Midnight Garden Earrings  $65

 cEltic crystal flutE
A musical instrument as lovely to look at 
as to hear, with consistent tone quality and 
enamel Celtic knotwork. Each flute is hand-
tuned to G and produces a range of two and 
a half octaves. Includes fingering chart and 
cleaning wand. One-year manufacturer’s 
warranty against accidental breakage. 
Instructional booklet for beginners  
(sold separately) includes CD.
C30030  Celtic Flute  $76
M11000  Instructional Booklet  $14.95

detail

 toucH of tHE cEltic
Wrap yourself in a soft embrace with a touch of the 
Celtic. Cloud-soft pashmina scarf drapes easily and 
beautifully; Celtic knotwork adds interest to the look. 
An array of color choices to suit your mood: Ocean 
Blue, Lilac, Moss or Night Sky. 45% silk/55% wool; 
dry clean. 24" x 72". Imported from Ireland.
B30012  Pashmina Scarf  $89

Lilac Moss Night Sky

NEW!  BluE Birds of HappinEss   
Airy spirals lift the wings of shining silver songbirds. These messengers 
of joy alight for a moment on iridescent blue-black pearls, filling the air 

with their sweet music. Sterling silver; 17" necklace. 
J10019 Songbird Earrings  $36

J20029 Songbird Necklace  $50

Shown at 2/3 
actual size

 royal courtsHip
Courtship…best appearance 

and courtly manners—and 
underneath, the passion 

of a wildly beating heart. 
The regal design of this 

jewelry suite scarcely 
reins in a cavalcade 
of dazzling colors 
and shapes. Double 
strands of Bohemian 
glass, shapes of 
niobium inset with 
brilliant garnet, 
peridot and calcite 
stones. Gold-filled 

box clasp on 16" 
necklace. Handmade 

in USA by Holly Yashi.
J20025    Royal Courtship 

Necklace  $225
J10013 Royal Courtship 

Earrings  $55

 mEdiÆval BÆBEs
Don't be fooled by the lighthearted name and 
good looks—these are serious musicians. 
Pulling lyrics from medieval texts and setting 
them to original scores using medieval and 
classical instruments and layers of vocal 
harmony, the Bæbes evoke an earlier time, 
accessible to a modern audience. Their latest 
release, Illumination, features 14 tracks;  
48 minutes. Imported.
M40012 Mediæval Bæbes  

Illumination CD  $19.95

 EXCLUSIVE!  womEn of tHE sacrEd grovE
Like a fragment of a lost legend, Emily Balivet’s artwork offers a 
tantalizing glimpse of an imminent event. Twelve ladies, in a variety of 
fine gowns, walk past a wood, a flock of doves swooping above. Where 
are the women going? What is the message of the birds? Tapestry-
woven wallhanging adds an air of the mythic to any wall. 36" x 25" 
cotton/poly blend; comes with hanging rod and hardware. Gift wrap and 
rush delivery are not available. Made in USA. 
D50630  Women of the Sacred Grove Wallhanging  $68

Ocean 
Blue

actual size

actual size

 NEW!  JuliEt worE vElvEt
Spend your day in a reverie of romance. Flowing empire-
waist velvet tunic suggests a storied past, with a look 
that goes anywhere. The deep color shimmers with each 
movement. Luxurious silk velvet drapes beautifully−and 
is machine washable and dryable!  Sizes XS-XXL. 82% 
rayon/18% silk.  Made in USA.  In Bronze, Cranberry,  
Deep Teal and Black.
A60018  Velvet Juliet Tunic  $96

Cranberry

Black

Deep Teal
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 gypsy Bloom
Here comes the gypsy caravan! Time for music and dancing, exotic goods—
maybe a bit of romance. The shifting colors and patterns of the Gypsy Bloom 
capture the excitement of an impromptu festival. Vibrantly colored niobium 
and verdigris-finished brass holds a deep purple-red crystal. Earwires have 
gold overlay. Antiqued-brass chain adjusts from 16-18". Handmade in USA  
by Holly Yashi.
J10014  Gypsy Bloom Earrings  $48   |   J20026  Gypsy Bloom Pendant  $80

actual size

 cEltic folK soul: 
art, mytH & symBol
The beauty, power and spirit of 
nature expressed through the ancient 
language of Celtic art and symbol: 
the voice of the Folk-Soul. Beautiful 
imagery by renowned Welsh artist Jen 
Delyth captures the essence of Celtic 
artwork in glorious variety. The text 
carries this far beyond a beautiful art 
book into a magnificent exploration of 
the Celtic spirit itself. Legends, ritual 
practices, festivals, stories, ancient 
and contemporary poetry combine 
to explore aspects of the Celtic soul, 
nature, art and spirit. Hardcover, 
10"x10", 216 full-color pages. 
M10350  Celtic Folk Soul: Art,  

Myth & Symbol  $35

 NEW!  tHE classic v-nEcK
Unforgettable.  Like a fresh rendition of a familiar 
standard, the classic V-neck is made anew in 
cashmere-kissed wool for blissful comfort. Styling 
tucks define the feminine shape. Sizes S-XXL (sizes 
run small: order one size up). 95% merino wool/5% 
cashmere. Dry clean.  In Pearl Grey, Laurel, or 
Currant. Made in Donegal, Ireland.
A20014  V-Neck Pullover  $118

 NEW!  a toucH of autumn
Like a gentle hug, this sweater will warm you with a light touch. Autumn 
brown and black fibers form a delicate tracery, a lightweight, stretchy knit 
with a rippling edge on cuffs and hem. The graduated hemline dips to festive 
points at the side. Placket is trimmed with a diamond pattern around the 
leaf-shaped buttons. Matching tank top is double-layered, revealing the all-
brown layer ruffled at the hem. Rayon; hand wash. Imported.
A60023  Sweater (sizes S/M and M/L) $76
A60024  Two-Layer Tank (one size) $38

cEltic wrap 
Keep warm effortlessly. 
Walk in the park, go out 
on the town, dance in 
the forest...this fringed 
wrap goes anywhere. 
Sits easily on your 
shoulders when 
worn loose, or 
toss one end over 
your shoulder 
for a more finished 
look. 100% acrylic 
wrap in neutral palettes 
of charcoal/black 
or chocolate/black; 
coordinates with almost 
everything in your closet, 
and it’s reversible! One size. 
Made in France.
A10140  Celtic Wrap  $118

color your world  
A shimmer of light, a burst of color, and a dash of Celtic élan. 
Silky-soft jacquard scarf in your choice of six radiant colorways. 
Acrylic, 12" x 68". Dry clean. Made in France. 
B30690  Celtic Colorways Scarf  $32

Sunset

Meadow

Mountain Mist

Silvery Moon

Twilight

Wild Rose

 HEavEn  
on EartH
A winding stream, 
meandering through hills 
vivid with color, leads to 
the Tree of Life. Bask in the 
tranquil glow of this exquisite 
reproduction of the Tiffany 
Tree of Life window. Display 
on included stand or hang by 
the included chain. Available 
in two sizes. Made in USA.
D30140  Tree of Life  

Stained Glass  
5" x 7"  $65;  
9" x 13"  $85

 yours only ring 
Engraved with a brief sentiment, poesy rings 
remain a traditional token of affection or 
even a wedding band. This reproduction 
from an original in the British Museum is 
encircled in a delicate pattern of Celtic 
knotwork and is inscribed inside with the 
medieval message “yovrs onli ”. Sterling 
silver, also available in 14k gold or platinum 
by special order. Sizes 5-12.
J75160 Yours Only Ring,  

Sterling Silver  $48
J71190 Yours Only Ring, 14k Gold  

(Special Order)  
Sizes 5-8  $528;  Sizes 9-12  $628

J73180 Yours Only Ring, Platinum  
(Special Order; call for price)  

actual size

 BridgEt’s cross
Bridget, both the saint and her 
pre-Christian predecessor, is 
protector of the hearth. Irish 
women would weave a Bridget’s 
cross of grassy rushes to hang 
over the door to bring good 
fortune. This binding-knot 
Bridget’s cross of sterling silver 
is made in Ireland by Martina 
Hamilton. On 18" chain. 
J30011  Bridget’s Cross  $79

  EXCLUSIVE! oaK lEaf cloaK clasp
The oak—symbol of strength, and of the turning of the year. The passing 
beauty of oak leaves in autumn is preserved in this handsome hand-
wrought cloak clasp, in silver-plate or bronze. Each leaf is backed by a 
strong pin, and the leaves can be worn separately as brooches. Approx. 
6½" from tip to tip. Handmade in USA.
J61470  Cloak Clasp  $40

Charcoal/Black

Chocolate/
Black

Reversible!

Laurel

Currant

NEW!  it’s in tHE stars 
An array of zodiac symbols frames the 
face of a flame-haired beauty in Alphonse 
Mucha’s captivating painting.  An 
innovative process permanently imprints 
the image on this leather messenger bag, 
vividly capturing the detail of the original 
art.  9" x 9½" x 2", with 52" adjustable 
strap. The zippered main compartment 
is lined, with one open and one zipped 
pocket; outside pockets on both sides 
have magnetic closures.
B40655  Zodiac Messenger Bag  $150
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 linEn caps
Set sail for a pleasant day in a fine lighter-weight cap. Made of pure Irish linen, 
these jaunty hats will keep the sun from your eyes while keeping your head cool.  
In natural flax color or patchwork. 100% linen, lined in satin. Sizes S (6 7/8  to 7),  
M (7 1/8  to 7 ¼), L (7 3/8  to 7 ½), XL (7 5/8  to 7 ¾), XXL (7 7/8  to 8). Made in Ireland.
B10300  Linen Cap $68

  EXCLUSIVE!  
tHor’s cross
Thor, Norse god of thunder, 
was said to command 
the elements with a blow 
of his hammer, a tool of 
great power crafted by 
dwarves and used to defend 
humankind from giants. This 
potent amulet, known as the 
Icelandic Cross, combines 
Thor’s hammer with a 
Christian cross and Odin’s 
wolf. Sterling silver. On a 20" 
chain. Made in USA by  
James Walton.
J20180  Thor’s Cross  

Pendant  $110

stagHorn     
sgian duBH  
The regal Highland stag, the monarch of the glen. Its 
antlers are a traditional handle for the sgian dubh, the 
dagger worn in a Highlander’s stocking. These large 
handles retain the antler’s branching prongs to convey 
the power of the magnificent beast. Sharp blades are 
protected by embossed leather sheath.  Approx. 11" 
long; natural horn will vary widely.  Made in Scotland.
B90011  Two-Tined Sgian Dubh  $68
B90012  Three-Tined Sgian Dubh  $78

 rampant lion 
Bear the Lion Rampant shield on your hand, and declare your Scots 
loyalty. King William I, “The Lion,” adopted the lion rampant as the royal 
coat of arms of Scotland. This handsome ring is available with oxidized 
or red enamel background. Sterling silver with 14k gold lion; sizes 5-12.
J76780  Rampant Lion Ring  $148

actual size

 to tHE sEafarin’ man
Fan the queen’s wantin’ men tae gang fecht wi’ her foes

It’s nae tae the roast beef devourers she goes
But awa’ tae the north amongst the brave and the darin’ 

Tae the lads that were brocht up on tatties and herrin’ 

—Traditional Scottish song

Between adventures, the brave and the darin’ 
sailors of the queen’s navy passed time at 
sea carving scrimshaw—intricate designs on 
whalebones, walrus tusks or sharks’ teeth. 
Salute the old tars with a slug of grog from a flask 

decorated with faux scrimshaw. Lead-free pewter 
flask holds 6 oz.  Made in UK.

B50011  Her Majesty’s Navy Flask  $65

  for tHosE  
wHo sErvE
Offer a Celtic blessing to someone 
in the service. Official military-issue  
stainless steel Celtic cross is 
suitable for members of the armed 
forces, or for others in risky service, 
such as firefighters and police. 
Wear it on the home front to show 
support and hope. Stainless steel 
on a 24" ball chain.
J30110 Military-Issue Celtic 

Cross Pendant  $11.95
actual size

 NEW!  dad’s favoritE swEatEr
EXCLUSIVE!  There is that one comfy sweater that comes off the 
hanger more than all the others combined, season after season. It has 
a generous cut (without billowing), gentle ribbing and a double crew 
neck. This is that sweater, in 100% lambswool and subtle blue-green 
stripes that go with anything. Wash and dryclean. Men’s sizes S-XL. 
Made in Scotland. 
A20016   Wide-Stripe Crew Neck Sweater $128

  EXCLUSIVE!  
organic wool socKs
Some fortunate sheep graze on grassland 
that has seen no artificial fertilizer, and the 
sheep are never subjected to chemical dip. 
From these happy flocks come soft organic 
wool. The wool itself is minimally processed by 
environmentally friendly methods—no dyes or 
bleach, just the color of those contented sheep. 
Thick, soft socks keep your feet warm and 
happy. Natural Cream, Oatmeal or Brown.  
Size M or L. Made in Ireland.
A90110  Organic Socks  $20

Natural Cream Oatmeal Brown

actual size

NEW!  sHEpHErd’s watcHcap 
Why be one of the sheep when you can be the shepherd? 
Lose the drab hat and lead the way in the Irish 
shepherd’s cap. Stripes of undyed wool make your 
look a wee bit more exciting, and keep away 
the cold. 100% wool, one size (unisex).  
Knit by hand in Ireland.
B10012  Striped Shepherd’s Cap  $32

 EXCLUSIVE!  lEatHEr wristBands
Celtic warriors would bind their wrists with leather, both for practical support 
and for the feeling of strength, the invocation of the animal power still in the 
hide. Popular again today, a leather wristband still endows the wearer with a 
sense of purpose. Buckle adjusts this wristband from 6 ½" to 8 ½", to fit most 
wrists. Specify black or brown leather. 1½" wide. Made in Ireland.
B60060  Leather Wristband  $40
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How A Pair of Socks  
Saved Western Civilization
100 years into the Dark Ages, in a Europe without books, Irish monks 

shod in the warmest wool sailed to Gaul and re-introduced classical 

learning to the Continent. The voyage was arduous, but the monks 

were comforted by their faith—and their well-made socks. Western 

civilization was preserved, but it was the simple warmth of wool that 

saved the day.
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 EXCLUSIVE!  
Knot wallEt 
A fine leather wallet becomes part of your 
life, conforming to the shape of your pocket, 
feeling comfortable in your hand. An 
embossed eternal knot enhances the trim 
lines of this finely crafted wallet. Made in 
Ireland of vegetable-tanned Italian leather, 
it will last for years. Divided cloth-lined bill 
compartment, ample card pockets, and an ID 
window protected under a card-pocket flap. 
Choose brown or black.
B40010  Knot Wallet  $68

Thistle

Celtic Knot

Welsh Dragon

Triskelion

Green Man

Thistle

Green Man

Celtic Knot
Triskelion

Welsh Dragon

gEntlEman’s furnisHings
A pocket watch lends an air of distinction to any 
wardrobe, a statement of elegance and gentility. 
These pewter-encased watches capture that 
feeling while keeping you in the present with their 
reliable movement. With a 12" chain and belt clip. 

Complete the look with matching pewter 
cufflinks stylishly presented in a fine black 
keepsake box topped with corresponding 
medallion. Choose Thistle, Welsh Dragon, 
Triskelion, Green Man or Celtic Knot. 

Made in the UK by the longest-established family 
firm of pewterers in the world—since 1779! 

J80650  Pewter Pocket Watch  $48
J91130  Pewter Cufflinks, in keepsake box  $28

fEasting tanKard 
Celtic chieftains were fabled for 
their hospitality. Guests would join 
for food and drink before being 
asked the reason for their visit. Fit 
to grace the halls of the mighty, pewter 
tankard is ringed with engraved zoomorphic 
designs. Polished lead-free pewter; holds  
16 oz. Made in the UK.
D63520   Feasting Tankard  $68

 HavE a wEE dram
He that hath this cup in hand,  
drink up the dram let it not stand.
Pass the dram cup for fellowship and good cheer. Pewter cup with 
Highlands scene awaits a pour of your finest whisky. Solid lead-free 
pewter; 1½ oz.; 4 cm high. Made in UK.  
D63012  Dram Cup  $16

Slainte! Here’s to you!
Toasting to the good fortune and well-being of 

companions, to absent friends, or to the very land 
itself is part of Celtic hospitality. A gathering opens 
with toasts to the company, and will end with a final 
salute, pledging a continuation of fellowship. As the 

traditional Irish song has it: “So fill to me the parting 
glass; Good night and joy be with you all!”

'

EXCLUSIVE!   
irisH spirit
May you have warm words on a cold evening, a full moon on a 
dark night, and the road downhill all the way to your door. 
A fine toast to a good friend! Lead-free pewter flask holds  
6 oz. and comes with funnel; boxed. Made in Britain.
B50620  Irish Proverb Flask, 5" high  $68

 ZoomorpHic BucKlEs
The powerful guardianship of a pair of Celtic Lions, or the devotion and loyalty of Celtic Hounds, 
bring their presence to these finely detailed belt buckles. They pair perfectly with our Irish-made 
eternal knot belt (1½" wide, in brown or black leather). Snaps allow an easy switch of buckles. 
Specify belt color and waist size: S (28-30"), M (32-34"), L (36-38"), XL (40-42"), XXL (44-46"). 
B21010  Lions Buckle  $34 | B21020  Hounds Buckle  $34 | B20010  Eternal Knot Belt  $40
B22010  SAVE  $10! Lions Buckle & Belt  $64 | B22020  SAVE  $10! Hounds Buckle & Belt  $64

Hounds Buckle

Lions Buckle

irisH HaBErdasHEr   
Whether crossing the moor in your classic roadster or taking an early morning stroll down country lanes,  
stay warm and stylish in a wool tweed hat. All are handmade in Ireland from pure new wool and lined in satin.  
Sized S (6 7⁄8 to 7), M (7 1⁄8 to 7 ¼), L (7 3⁄8 to 7 ½), XL (7 5⁄8 to 7 ¾), XXL (7 7⁄8 to 8). Please specify size and color.
B10010  Patchwork Vintage Cap, Multi-color  $68
B10030  Donegal Tweed Walking Hat, in Charcoal or Sage  $72
B10200  Herringbone Vintage Cap, in Bark, S-XL only  $58
B10230  Inside-Out Patchwork Hat, Multi-Color  $78  See it online.

Herringbone Vintage Cap 
(B10200)

Donegal Tweed Walking Hat 
(B10030)

Patchwork Vintage Cap 
(B10010)

monEy clip 
The simple and classic way to hold your cash, a stainless-
steel money clip pares wallet clutter to the essentials. 
A decorative pewter medallion adds distinction while 
keeping your currency secure.  Made in UK.  Choose 
Eternal Knot, Triskelion, Thistle or Cross.
B40011  Money Clip  $21

Triskelion

Thistle

Cross

Eternal Knot

 NEW!  BEst gEnt’s scarf
EXCLUSIVE! The luxurious soft touch of 
100% pure alpaca, the fine craftsmanship 
of Irish weaving—this handsome scarf is the 
ultimate in style and warmth. Tones of black, 
brown, tan, green and grey combine in subtle 
stripes, set off by hand-knotted fringe.  
12" x 63" including fringe. Made in Ireland.
B30015  Men's Alpaca Scarf  $89
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From the artisan studio of potter Colm de Rís comes this 
extraordinary hand-thrown and hand-built tableware. 
Luminous glaze in the deep blues, purples, and umbers 
of twilight melds with delightfully unexpected shapes, 
finely crafted, to transform your table into a work of art.

Plates swirl to a central spiral, and are adorned with a 
triskele medallion. Bowls have a distinctive botanically-
inspired shape. Mug sports a handle curved to a spiral 
at the base, and triskele medallion. The unique shape of 
the Viking boat-shaped dish will delight your guests and 
inspire you to culinary heights. 

Teapot features a dramatically-swooped handle, echoed 
by the loop atop the lid. The sugar bowl boasts the same 
impressive loop on the lid, while the unusual shape of  
the creamer brings new delight to this simple item.

Each piece is individually thrown and glazed; expect 
noticeable variation. Oven, microwave and dishwasher 
safe. Handmade in Dublin, Ireland. Gift wrap and rush 
delivery are not available. 

D62690 Swirl Dinner Plate (11" diameter)  $48

D62700 Swirl Side Plate (7" diameter)  $32

D62710 Swirl Soup Bowl (7 ½" diameter; 24 oz.)  $58

D62720 Swirl Mug (12 oz.)  $36

D62810 SAVE  $100!  Buy 16-piece set,   
4 place settings regularly  $696; 

SPECIAL PRICE  $596  
(plus  $20 delivery surcharge)

D62730 Viking Dish (5" high, 9 ½" long)  $68

D62780 Swirl Creamer  $28 (see gaelsong.com)

D62790 Swirl Sugar Bowl  $42 (see gaelsong.com)

D62800 Swirl Teapot  $228

See coordinating Deep Blue Bowl on page 20. 

  colm dE rÍs pottEry

Celtic Medley KnotworkThistle

a fEast of frEsH sHortBrEad   
Strolling in the Scottish Highlands, you might be suddenly 
captivated by a delicious aroma—freshly baked shortbread! 
Inspired by such memories, real or imagined, these multi-
cookie ceramic pans add the embellishment of a Celtic 
symbol to each luscious piece of shortbread. All pans 
come with simple recipes and can also be used to make 
ornaments of baker’s clay or cast paper. Approx. 8" across. 
Rush delivery is not available.
D68220  Thistle Pan  $38  |  D68350  Celtic Medley Pan  $38   
D68480  Knotwork Pan  $38  |  D68610  Shamrock Pan $38

 NEW!  trinity KnotworK lamp
In the Tiffany style of an age gone by, this elegant lamp 
features blue and green knotwork glowing against the 
warm background of its magnificent stained-glass shade.  
Dual lights operate independently, each with its own  
pull chain. Decorative bronze-finish metal base; 22" high 
overall. Gift wrap and rush delivery are not available. 
D30012  Celtic Knotwork Lamp  $248

 EXCLUSIVE!  
tHE dEligHtful fEast
The Garden of Delight offers a bountiful feast. Enliven your dining with rich  
tapestry-woven runner and placemats, sumptuous with birds, blossoms and tree in full bloom. 
Inspired by the masterwork of William Morris, a founder of the Arts and Crafts movement. Cotton/poly 
runner is 90" long  x 12¼" wide; placemats are 17¼" x 12½". Machine-washable. Made in USA.
D80010  Garden of Delight Runner  $48
D80020  Garden of Delight Placemats, set of 4  $32

 NEW!  tHE wElcoming HomE
To invite a person into your home is to take charge of their 
happiness for as long as they are under your roof.
Let your guests know their importance to you. 8" x 10" 
matted print of a hand-lettered illumination with authentic 
wax seal by artist Kevin Dillon. Gilded vine frame has easel 
back and hanger. Also available in rustic wood frame or 
unframed (see gaelsong.com). 
D10011  Hospitality Print, 9" x 11" Gilded Frame  $49
D10012 Hospitality Print, 10 ½" x 12 ½" Rustic Frame  $78
D10013 Hospitality Print, 8" x 10" Matted  $25

 voicE of tHE tHrEsHold
The doorknocker is the welcomer and protector of 
your home’s gateway, the “voice of the threshold” 
that heralds the entry of family and friends. Cast in 
solid brass in a variety of finishes, these finely crafted 
knockers will add an inviting style to your entryway. 
Includes all hardware; approx. 6" high. Boxed.
D90810  Trinity Knot Doorknocker   

(shown in Brass finish)  $58 
(Also available in Black, Copper &  
Nickel finishes)

See more doorknockers at gaelsong.com!

 EXCLUSIVE! wEE mousE
An adventurous wee mousie climbs on a handy 
mushroom, looking for new worlds to explore.  
Will she come home with you?  She’s quiet and 
friendly, and won’t eat a thing. Bronzed sculpture 
stands 3 ½" tall overall. Artisan-made in Devon, 
UK, by Joanna Martins.
D24011 Mouse & Mushroom  $28

Teapot

Shamrock
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 NEW!  a cHEcKErEd prEsEnt
EXCLUSIVE! Hip yet refined, knitting takes on new 
dimensions in this fashionable set. Hat and fingerless 
mitts feature raised bands of charcoal and red checks, 
plus fine details of ribbing and eyelets. 100% lambswool, 
one size. Handmade in Ireland by Breege Walsh.
B10013  Checked Hat  $65
B10017  Checked Mitts  $48

   cEltic fling
Fling this silky jacquard wrap around your 
shoulders and—voilá!—a fresh approach to Celtic 
design with classic appeal. Drapes with soft folds 
that shine in the sun and glow by lamplight. In your 
choice of six radiant colorways. Acrylic, 76" x 26". 
Dry clean. Made in France.
B30630  Celtic Fling Wrap  $78

Meadow
Sunset

Mountain Mist

Wild Rose

Twilight

actual size

  watcHing tHE watcHworKs
A marvel of the pre-digital age—the small, precise gears, levers and springs 
of an old-fashioned mechanical watchworks. The clear center of the face and 
back of this marvelous pocket watch allow a view into the 17-jewel movement. 
The front and back will stay open to allow the watch to be displayed on a 
desk or table. Yes, you have to wind it—never needs a battery change!  17/8" 
diameter. Case available in Claddagh, Celtic Knot or Crossed Thistles designs. 
With 14" chain.  Gift-boxed.  Made in UK.
J80013  Mechanical Pocket Watch  $75

Claddagh Celtic Knot Crossed Thistles

Silvery Moon

 rant & ravE!
The Wicked Tinkers have confirmed their place as pioneers of the Tribal Celtic 
Music movement.  On Rant, their 6th CD, the Tinkers explore new territory with 
Highland bagpipes, Uillean (Irish) bagpipes, pounding drums, didgeridoo, 
Bronze-Age Irish horn and a smattering of vocals—all arranged with a sense 
of adventure and wild abandon. 56 minutes. Round out your musical diet with 
Banger For Breakfast and a drop of Whisky Supper!
M45490  Rant CD  $15.98   |   M45510  Banger for Breakfast CD  $15.98
M45520  Whisky Supper CD  $15.98

 tHE lEgEndary 
claymorE 
The Claymore—the defender of the 
Gael. The two-handed sword of legend 
entwines with thistle, shamrock and 
oak in a tribute to the bravest hearts 
of Gaelic history. Designed by Maxine 
Miller. 100% cotton long-sleeved shirt, 
available as women’s fitted top (shown) 
in S-XXL or as crewneck T in M-XXL. 
Machine washable. Imported.
A30380 Women’s Claymore Fitted 

Top S-XL $36; XXL $40
A30370 Unisex Crewneck Claymore 

T-Shirt M-XL $28; XXL $32actual size

Glenurquhart

Staghorn  HigHlandEr’s daggEr 
Look sharp with one of these fine 

ceremonial knives. Scots Gaelic for “black 
dagger,” the sgian dubh is traditionally 

worn in the top of a Highlander’s stocking. 
Made on the west coast of Scotland, 
with 3¾" stainless steel blades and 

elegant, traditional-design handles. 
The Staghorn handle is made 

from naturally shed antlers. The 
Glenurquhart is a museum-quality 

resin replica of a carved oak-handled 
knife. Each comes with an embossed 

leather sheath. Made in Scotland.
B90170  Staghorn-Handled Dagger  $78

B90180  Glenurquhart Dagger  $58

  EssEntial cEltic BElt
A sturdy but comfortable essential—something to reach for every day, 
knowing it will be right. This subtly elegant belt, enlivened with eternal 
knots but with a simple, classic buckle, is just such a wardrobe staple. 
1½" wide. Waist size: S (28-30"), M (32-34"), L (36-38"), XL (40-42"), XXL 
(44-46"). Hand-made in black or brown leather in County Cork, Ireland.  
B20030  Celtic Knotwork Belt  $68

On a green hillside in Wales, Annie Wealleans—alias 
the Black Dragon of Black Dragon Crafts—creates 
ingenious Celtic beads. Immersed in the history of the 
area, Annie draws inspiration from the ancient sites—
the stone circles, castles and churchyards. She casts 
her prized, original beads in solid, lead- and nickel-free 
pewter, then hand-finishes them to an antiqued patina. 
GaelSong proudly presents these Celtic pewter beads, 
sought the world over for their authenticity and beauty.

   HandcraftEd pEwtEr BEads 
Have you sorted through every bin in your local craft 
shop looking for the perfect Celtic beads? Search no 
further! These solid, deeply etched beads of polished 
pewter come in a variety of sizes and shapes for every 
project. 3mm diameter holes. Handmade in Wales. 

C40261 Pewter Beads (Prices at left)
C40262 Pewter Hook & Eye Clasp $4.00

  ancEstral 
distinction
In a castle in the Celtic lands, look 
closely at the portraits. Surely some 
distinguished ancestor is wearing a 
ring like this. Impressive deeply-dark 
sapphire surrounded by distinctive 
textured silver, a band of knotwork 
centering the gleaming silver band. 
Nod quietly in recognition of a kindred 
spirit. Sterling silver ring with cultured 
sapphire, in whole sizes 9-13.  
Imported from Ireland.
J75350 Ancestral Sapphire  

Ring  $98

actual size

cEltic  
astrology
Although the early Celts 
preserved their traditions orally, 
they also developed a highly 
symbolic 25-letter written 
alphabet, based on trees, 
that was known as Ogham. 
These sterling silver pendants 
represent the Ogham symbol for 
each month; an accompanying 
card describes the attributes of 
people born under each Celtic 
sign. Please specify month. On 
an 18" chain.
J20090 Celtic Astrology  

Pendant  $36
December

January February March April

September October November

July AugustJuneMay

actual size

Dragon Eye
$2.50

12mm Sphere
$1.75

Cylinder
$2.25

Rondo
$3.50

Short Bar
$1.75

9mm Sphere
$1.25

Tube
$2.00

Brick
$2.00

Spangle
$2.75

Lozenge
$1.50

Disc
$2.75

Hook & Eye Clasp 
$4.00
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Into the Mystic

NEW! Eclipse

Stillness at Twilight

 EXCLUSIVE!  
moonligHt cElEBrations
As the day slips into night, we pause for quiet 
contemplation of the earth and sky. Edinburgh 
artist Keli Clark romances the Scottish evening 
sky in these original watercolor prints. Choose 
Into the Mystic, Eclipse or Stillness at Twilight. 
Prints are double-matted under glass in an 
18¾" x 22¾" black wood frame. Gift wrap and 
rush delivery are not available.
D10990  Into the Mystic  $118
D10091  Eclipse  $118
D10970  Stillness at Twilight  $118
SAVE  $36!  Any two prints  $200

tHE grEat BluE Bowl    
Fill it with water and a few floating flowers or with your tastiest delicacies—or 
simply display on its own. The blue of twilight, accented with purples and umbers, 
swirls in a spiral at the heart of the bowl. Wide beveled rim adds visual balance 
and makes the bowl pleasant to hold.  Each is individually thrown and glazed by 
master potter Colm de Rís. Microwave, dishwasher and oven-safe stoneware 
bowl is 13¾" diameter; approximately 3" deep. Handmade in Dublin, Ireland. 
Rush delivery is not available.
D62011  Deep Blue Bowl  $78

  scottisH pEacE BlEssing
If there is righteousness in the heart, there will be beauty in the 
character. If there is beauty in the character, there will be harmony in the 
home. If there is harmony in the home, there will be order in the nation. 
If there is order in the nation, there will be peace in the world.
An old Scottish blessing, with a message ever new. Double-matted print 
of a hand-lettered illumination with authentic wax seal by artist Kevin 
Dillon. Frames are individually handmade and will vary. Also available 
with gilded vine frame or unframed (see gaelsong.com). 
D10330 Peace Blessing Print, 10½" x 12½" Rustic Frame  $78
D10015 Peace Blessing Print, 9" x11" Gilded Frame  $49
D10340 Peace Blessing Print, 8" x 10" Matted  $25

  Bridging tHE gap
Bridging the gap between casual and elegant. Green 
agate stones dangle from sterling silver earrings and 
are set within the 17" necklet.
J11870   Earrings  $32 
J20280  Necklet with 17" chain  $65

actual 
size

 NEW!  twEEd cuts loosE
EXCLUSIVE!  Classic tweed cuts loose in purple and black herringbone. Kicky 
riding cap sports a leather flower. Leather-trimmed bag is ready for action with 
two zipped and two open interior pockets and zipper closure; 14" x 11" x 4½", 
with 24" handle. Hat sizes S, M, L. From Killarney, Ireland.
B10014  Purple Tweed Hat  $58
B40653  Purple Tweed Tote  $118

See 
coordinating 
Colm de Rís 
dinnerware on p. 17.

 NEW!  modErn 
romancE
EXCLUSIVE!  A whisper of romance 
and legend, knight and fair lady—but 
with a modern sensibility. The 
picturesque square neckline, empire 
waist and gathered sleeves hint at 
fashion of long ago, the clean lines 
speak to a modern style. Back ties 
enhance the fit. Polyester, hand wash/
line dry. In a full range of sizes: S, M, 
L, XL, XXL, 3X, 4X, 5X. Made in USA.
A60021  Romance Top  $59

 NEW!  tHE allurE of aZurE
EXCLUSIVE!  Lose yourself in the celestial azure blue of this dream of a 
sweater in the deep color of sky, flecked with tiny hints of white, aqua and navy. 
Tailored in a classic yet unfussy line, it features a shirt-style collar that draws the 
eye and frames your face alluringly. Sizes S-XL (sizes run small; order one size 
up). 100% Donegal heather wool. Hand wash or dry clean. Made in Scotland.
A20019  Azure Blue Shirt-Collar Cardigan $158

NEW!  mystEriEs of purplE 
EXCLUSIVE!  The color purple is associated with mystery and magic. 
This dramatic necklace of iridescent beads and wine-colored pearls, 
deep lavender lepidolite stones, black crystals and silver accents 
lets you cast a bewitching spell. Long necklace for an aura of glamor, 
shorter necklace for more subtle magic.  Made in USA.
J10027  Purple Beaded Earrings  $18
J20041  18" Purple Beaded Necklace  $36
J20042  42" Purple Beaded Necklace  $68

 KillarnEy Hat
The Killarney hat will ward  off winter chills for years to come. Knit by hand in 
County Cork, Ireland; pure new wool. One size fits most. In Azure, Mulberry,  
Moss (as shown on model) or Ivory (not shown).
B10040  Killarney Hand-Knit Hat  $68

Mulberry

Azure

Moss

42" necklace shown at 
1/2 size
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 EXCLUSIVE!  wintEr rosEs
A red rose—symbol of true love—just beginning to blossom. Deep red 
garnets and sterling silver capture the beauty of the rose in early spring. 
Necklet adjusts from 16-18". Ring in whole sizes 5-10.  
Made in a small workshop in Oban, Scotland.
J22910 Rosebud Necklet  $110
J13720 Rosebud Earrings  $98
J76810 Rosebud Ring  $78
SAVE  $30! Buy Necklet and Earrings for  $178

actual size i am of irEland   
Celebrate your heritage with a sterling  
proclamation. Inspired by a 14th century verse, the  
outside of these thoughtfully crafted pieces is engraved 
in Gaelic, with the translation on the inside, so you will 
never forget your roots. Sterling silver. Ring sizes 5-13. 
Pendant on 20" chain. Created by acclaimed designer 
Michael Hilliar; made in Ireland.
J10710 I Am of Ireland Earrings  $68
J20660 I Am of Ireland Pendant  $78
J50100 I Am of Ireland Bracelet  $198
J75270 I Am of Ireland Ring  $85

actual 
size

 maud gonnE
Maud Gonne—actress, beauty, 

beloved muse of William Butler 
Yeats. Her intelligence and grace 
were the toast of early 20th century 
Ireland. Invoke her poetic spirit in 
this elegant, romantic dress. Pale 

green embroidery defines the 
princess-seamed black-net 
overdress, lined with mint 
green. Nylon/rayon; dry clean 
or hand wash. In a full range 
of sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2X, 
3X. 48" from shoulder, for 
a daring mid-calf length. 
Imported.
A50012 Maud Gonne     

 Dress  $96

 wintEr flowEr Hat
NEW COLORS! Brighten drab winter days with a 
dash of color—and cheerful flowers. Cozy hat knit of 
fine wool and a kiss of cashmere warms your head 
and your spirits. One size—knit stretches to fit most. 
Choose Currant (on model), Ecru or Charcoal. 5% 
cashmere/95% pure new wool. Made in Ireland.  
B10260  Winter Flower Hat  $48

 womEn of mystEry
Wear a cape and you are instantly 
transformed. You are the mysterious woman 
leaving roses by a castle door; a high-born 
lady who in a reversal of fortune must work 
as a governess; an agent for the rebellion, 
moving unnoticed among the troops; a 
twenty-first century woman with a ringing 
cell phone, a million places to be, and a 
great sense of style. Mid-length, flowy cape 
of soft warm wool with a touch of cashmere 
drapes beautifully. Fine detailing makes the 
difference—collar and top buttons provide 
warmth and a finished look. Side buttons 
allow a sleeved effect, or use the hand 
openings in front. Wool/cashmere blend.  
Dry clean only. One size; 40" length.  

Made in France.
A10160  Black Cape  $348

 wintEr warmtH
Before you brave the winter weather, add 
the finishing touch of a fine Celtic scarf. 
Birds and knotwork trace the borders in 
varied tones to add elegance; soft wool 
blend keeps you warm. In Camel, Olive or 
Amethyst. Acrylic/wool blend; 12" x 68". 
Hand wash or dry clean. Made in France.
B30680  Celtic Scarf  $38

Camel Olive Amethyst

Charcoal

Ecru

 NEW!  a toucH of ElEgancE
EXCLUSIVE! The sparkle of lamplight on crystal, the shine of polished 
stone, the luster of pearls. Brighten your night with this elegant jewelry 
reminiscent of a bygone era. Green-and-black jasper stone sets off crystals 
in a range of subtle tones, green pearls, and silver accents. 18" necklace 
(shown); also available in 42" length. Made in USA.
J10026 Green Beaded Earrings  $18
J20039 18" Green Beaded Necklace  $36
J20040 42" Green Beaded Necklace  $68

Shown at 2/3 size

 ElEmEnts plaquEs
The four material elements—Air, Fire, Earth and Water—all center on Spirit, the binding force. These 
elements also are used to form the plaques, which include clay from the Ganges River in a bronzed 
resin suspension. Plaques are designed to flow together when grouped as shown, or each is a fine 
work of art on its own. Produced by a fair-trade co-operative in Calcutta. Air, Fire, Water and Earth 
are 5¼" x 8¾"; Spirit is 6" x 6". Gift wrap and rush delivery are not available.
D23000  Element Plaque (Please specify)  $42  |  D23010  SAVE  $25! Set of five  $185

Air

FireSpirit

Water

Earth

Currant
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 NEW!  a spiral sEt in stonE
The motion of sea waves or a running brook forms rough rocks into delightfully 
smooth stones. Here, polished stones return the favor, forming a spiraling wave 
on this comfortable mat. Rubber base provides firm footing. Handcrafted from 
natural stone; expect variation. For indoor or outdoor use. 19½" x 27½".   
Gift wrap and rush delivery are not available.
D90012  Spiral River Stone Mat $69

 NEW!  
a. mErmaid fasHion
Like a mermaid glimmering underwater, the texture of this top  
has a singular beauty that attracts attention, catching the light  
with your every move. Unique stretch fabric makes one size  
truly fit S-XXL. Polyester; hand wash and line dry. Imported.
A60022  Long-Sleeved Mermaid Top $38

B. rippling wavEs
Overlapping waves of rayon drape enchantingly down this  
long skirt, adding the sense of graceful ripples and flow to your 
movement without slowing your stride. 95% rayon/5% spandex.  
35" long; back zipper. Hand wash. Sizes S-XL. Imported.
A50016  Rippling Waves Skirt  $79

 mErmaid cHild
A young mermaid girl has tired 
herself out playing under the sea. 
She curls up for a nap in a giant 
clam shell, still holding her favorite 
plaything—a giant pearl. Cast resin; 
4½" tall and 4¼" wide.

D21170  Mermaid Child 
                in Shell  $28

piratE’s   
trEasurE
On a deserted beach, the receding tide reveals a glint of silver—treasure 
hidden long ago—perhaps by the infamous pirate queen Grace O’Malley! 
Silver rings with intricate knotwork and gemstones have the look of long-
sought plunder, but are yours, all yours! Sterling silver; whole sizes 5-10.  
Specify peridot or amethyst. Made in Ireland.
J75320  Pirate Queen Ring  $36

actual size

 NEW!   
paradisE found
Among Irish saints, Brendan the 
Navigator is second only to Patrick. 
Brendan is best known for guiding a 
group of monks across the Atlantic 
in search of Paradise—and possibly 
finding America instead. Morgan 
Llywelyn's retelling of this legend is a 
lyrical and surprising feast for mind 
and heart. Hardcover, 304 pages.
M10014   Brendan  $24.99

actual 
size

 natural pErfEction
The pearl, the beautiful gift of the water, is a symbol of 
natural perfection. Here, a wave of silver swoops around a 
lustrous pearl and finishes in a trinity knot for a celebration 
of the eternal feminine essence.  Sterling silver; pendant 
on 18" chain, earrings feature Euro-style hooks.  Imported 
from Ireland.
J10012 Silver and Pearl Essence Earrings  $65
J20022   Silver and Pearl Essence Pendant  $62

 organic 
swEatErs
The lush feeling of an Irish wool 
sweater, incomparable for its 
warmth, texture and substance. 
100% organic new wool in a 
traditional Aran Isle cable stitch. 
Tunic style in natural, undyed 
ivory features rolled neck and 
vented waist. Placard style in 
natural undyed grey has full 
collar with 9" brass zipper, wide 
knitted waistband. Sizes S-XXL, 
generously sized; women order 
one size smaller than usual. Hand 
wash or dry clean. Made in Ireland.
A20000  Organic Aran Tunic  $168
A20040  Organic Aran Zip  

  Sweater  $198

The Celts and the  
Indomitable Sea

Surrounded by rocky coasts and the inhospitable 
northern seas, buffeted by wind and spray, the Celts 

did what they do best—spun legends of the waves. From 
the mythical Isles of Paradise to the giant sea-creature 

on whose back St. Brendan camped, to the  
mermaid-like seal-people called the Selkies, Celtic 
legend regards the sea with reverence and wonder.

   tHE EnErgy  
of tHE sEa
Experience Inis: a daring, seductive 
scent meant to embody the coolness, 
clarity, energy and purity of the sea. Top 
notes of muguet (lily-of-the-valley) and 
sparkling citrus are balanced with base 
notes of sandalwood and oak moss, and 
deepened with spice notes of clove and 
nutmeg. Suitable for women and men. 
Made in Ireland.
H20010 Inis Eau de Cologne, 50 ml $45
H20210 Inis Body Lotion, 200 ml  $25
H20240 Gift Set (30 ml Cologne, 
 100 ml Lotion)  $45

NEW!  rippling    
 wavEs top
Relax along the shore—
the tide splashing and 
rippling across the sand, 
the air fresh and clear. 
Enjoy the tranquility in 
this top, where layers 
of comfortable knit 
overlap like waves for 
a beguiling effect. 95% 
rayon/5% spandex. 
Hand wash. Sizes S-XL, in 
Olive or Black. Imported.
A60019 Rippling  

Waves Top $55

Black

A

B
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CUStOmER SERVICE QUEStIONS?  
If you have any special concerns about your order, or for 
assistance with refunds, replacement or exchange, please call 
Customer Service at 800-207-4256, Monday-Friday  
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Pacific Time).

ShIppINg INFORmAtION
Most orders ship within 1-2 business days of receipt. We will notify 
you in the event of delay (please provide your phone number or 
e-mail address.) Some large or heavy items will incur a delivery 
surcharge. Shipping and processing charges are not refundable.

Standard Delivery: Standard Ground Delivery is via UPS or USPS 
and averages 5-10 business days from the day it is shipped.

Express Delivery: Express Delivery is available on most items 
when shipped to a street address. Some large or heavy items 
cannot be sent Express. Additional charges will apply for orders 
delivered to AK, HI, APO/FPO and all US territories; please contact 
Customer Service for the rate. Please place your order before 12 
noon Pacific Time Monday–Thursday for same-day shipping.

International: Please call us at +1-206-526-8350 or order online 
at gaelsong.com. For delivery outside the US, your account will 
be charged actual postage and insurance, plus our standard 
shipping and processing fees. The customer is responsible for any 
applicable taxes and duties.

gIFt SERVICES
gift wrap is available for $5 
per item. We will include a 
gift tag inscribed in Celtic 
lettering with your message.  
Please allow an extra day 
for gift-wrap service.  Some 
large or bulky items, and 
those shipped directly from 
our suppliers, cannot be 
gift-wrapped.

gift certificates are available for any amount $25 and over.   
There is no shipping charge for gift certificates.

WE RESpECt YOUR pRIVACY
We never give out our customers’ telephone numbers or  
e-mail addresses. Occasionally, we make our mailing list names 
and addresses available to companies whose products may 
be of interest to our customers. If you prefer not to receive their 
mailings, please notify us at the time you place your order, or by 
checking the “Mail Preference Service” box above. You may also 
register your preferences online at www.CatalogChoice.org.

prices in this catalog are guaranteed through  
December 31, 2010. however, we reserve the right to  
correct pricing errors at any time.

SAtISFACtION gUARANtEED

Returns and Exchanges: We want you to be happy with your 
purchase. If you are not satisfied with your order for any reason, 
you may return it within 90 days for an exchange or refund of 
the merchandise price. Shipping and processing charges are 
non-refundable. Personalized items and opened shrink-wrapped 
items (such as CDs and tarot decks) are not returnable.  When you 
return an item, please be sure it is in new condition and include 
a copy of the invoice in the box. Please insure the item for its full 
value and retain the receipt. Send returns to:

GaelSong Returns Processing
1314 NE 56th St, Suite 200
Seattle, WA  98105

Damage claims must be made within 7 days.  
If you receive a damaged item, please save all packaging 
materials, including the shipping box, and call Customer Service 
at 800-207-4256 for further instructions.

Special Orders:  Special orders require a 50% non-refundable 
deposit charged at the time the order is placed. The balance of 
the price will be charged when the order is shipped. Most of our 
special-order products are made especially for you; please allow 
sufficient time for delivery (usually 3-6 weeks). Special-order items 
will not be refunded.

ORDER BY phONE
800-205-5790 
24 hours a day 
7 days a week

ORDER ONLINE
gaelsong.com 

ORDER BY FAX
206-729-0183

ORDER BY mAIL
GaelSong 

PO Box 15388 
Seattle, WA  98115

ShIppINg AND pROCESSINg 
ChARgES
Standard Delivery

 Order Value Add
 Up to  $25 $6.95

 $25.01–$50 $8.95

 $50.01–$75 $10.95

 $75.01–$100 $12.95

 $100.01–$150 $14.95

 $150.01–$200 $16.95

 $200.01 + $18.95

ORDERED BY

Name

Address

City State Zip Code

Telephone Number (Required)

E-mail Address (Used for order confirmation)

n  Mail Preference Service: Please do not make my name available to other mail-order companies.

ShIp tO  (if different from"Ordered By")

Name

Address 
Please provide a physical address (no PO Boxes) for orders over $100.

City State Zip Code

Gift Wrap is available for  $5 per item, except where noted. Allow 1 extra day for delivery.

Gift Message

 ItEm # pRODUCt DESCRIptION SIzE/COLOR QtY. pRICE   tOtAL pRICE

mEthOD OF pAYmENt
n Visa   n MasterCard   n Discover/Novus  n American Express   

n Money Order   n Gift Certificate   n Check*

*Orders paid by personal check may be held for up to 3 weeks until funds are released to  
our bank. Returned checks incur a $45 fee. Please provide your daytime phone number  
to minimize delay.

product Subtotal

gift Wrap ($5 per item)

Shipping and processing (Per address. See table above)

9.5% Sales tax (For orders delivered to WA State only)

Subtotal

Express Delivery Add to Standard Delivery charges. 
n 3-4 Day Service: ADD $6   n 2 Day Service: ADD $9   

n Next Day Service: ADD $20
Please call to confirm availability of Express Delivery services. No PO Boxes. Not 

available on international orders. Higher charges apply for Express Delivery to AK, 
HI, PR, APO/FPO and for heavy orders; call for quote.

total Amount

Credit Card Number Expiration Date

Signature

Print Name  Date

gIFt WRAp  
n 

Delivery Surcharge

Large size,
Emerald Celtic Cross

Shamrock

Triskelion

Large size,
Red Triskelion

Large size,
Mackintosh Rose

Trinity Heart

J1004 

J1003 

J1213
J1002 

J1006

J1365

J1366

J1021

J1367

J1005 

J1036

J1001 

actual size

EnamElEd  
pill BoxEs 
Forsake the plastic bottle 
from the pharmacy and carry 
your remedies in a decorative 
metallic pill box. Hinged 
top fastens securely over a 
plastic-lined compartment 
deep enough to store even 
the largest tablets. Large size 
has a compartment divided 
into three equal sections 
to organize your capsules. 
Standard size available in six 
designs as shown, including 
Owl on gold-toned box; large 
size available in Emerald Celtic   
Cross, Triskelion (Red or 
Amethyst) or Mackintosh Rose.
D24010  Enameled Pill Box  $18
D24000  Large Pill Box  $24

Large Amethyst 
Triskelion at 
actual size

OwlEternal Knot
Standard Thistle 

at actual size

 tiny studs
Tiny sterling silver stud earrings  
to match your many Celtic moods. 
J10360   Butterfly Studs  $12
J10040 Triple Spiral Studs  $12
J10060 Square Eternal Knot Studs  $12
J13670 Dragon Studs  $12
J10010 Cross Studs  $12
J10050 Round Eternal Knot Studs  $12
J10210 Tiny Heart Knot Studs  $12
J10030 Trinity Knot Studs  $12
J10020 Elemental Cross Studs  $12
J13650 Triple Wave Studs  $12
J12130 Moon Pentacle Studs  $12
J13660 Tiny Swirl Studs  $12
SAVE  $6!   Choose any three pairs  $30

It 
spins!

 spinnEr ring
Interactive jewelry! Eternal love knot in 
sterling silver is a fine adornment for any 
hand. What’s more—the center band spins! 
For those who like to play with their jewelry, 
or as a conversation piece, the spinner ring 
is sure to please. Whole sizes 5-12.
J76300  Spinner Ring  $28

actual size

  aspEcts of irEland
What does Ireland mean to you? So many symbols say 
“Ireland”: Claddagh, triple spiral, harp, Tara brooch, 
trinity knot, Celtic cross, Bridget’s cross, and, of 
course, shamrock—all form a bracelet that is most 
unmistakably Irish. Adjustable 7-8" long; silver-tone.
J50230  Irish Symbols Bracelet  $28

shown at  
2/3 size

  ayE,  ’tis lovE
For the lass who has captured your fancy—
tell her how you feel with a Luckenbooth, a 
traditional Scottish love token. Two hearts 
entwine, crowned in a sign of loyalty and 
devotion. Sterling silver pendant on 16" 
chain; boxed.  Made in Scotland.
J20019  Luckenbooth Pendant  $32

actual size
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actual size

 EXCLUSIVE! BlacK vElvEt
Add some Celtic sizzle to your evening with this dramatic necklet. Black velvet ribbon  
holds a silver Celtic knot and significant black onyx cabochon. Coordinating earrings 
in silver and onyx add further interest. Choker necklet is 15" long. Sterling silver.  
Made in a small family workshop in Oban, Scotland.
J10850  Onyx Knot Earrings  $58
J21340  Velvet Onyx Knot Choker  $88

   EXCLUSIVE!  HEroic gEms
In centuries past, explorers sailed the world, 
seeking gems and precious metals fit for royalty. 
Celebrate the age of heroes with this garnet and 
silver set. The uncommonly large, spectacular 
deep-red garnet gemstone, surrounded by silver 
knotwork, adds a noble touch to any ensemble. 
Sterling silver; pendant on 18" chain.
J13570  Heroic Earrings  $40
J20020  Heroic Pendant  $76
SAVE  $20!  Buy both for  $96

 NEW!  drEss for drama
The castle is a swarm of activity in preparation for the banquet.  
The princess, however, has slipped away, ready to flee with her 
forbidden love...Begin your own tale of drama, romance and intrigue 
in Renaissance-style black velveteen. Outer dress laces on the 
sides, sleeves can be tied onto the arms or removed. Gold and silver 
eternal knotwork trim draw the eye to your face. Outer dress is cotton 
velveteen, approximately 42" from waist.  Bodice and sleeves are  
satin-lined.  Chemise is 49" from shoulder to hem.
The rogue's outfit is ready for action−leap on a horse or climb a ship’s 
rigging in maroon vest, long black trousers, and leather head-wrap. 
Vest laces up front with grommets for a fit like a glove.  Vest is reversible 
to black and can be worn alone or with a shirt. Leather bracers protect 
the arms and lace up to add the final robust touch.
Velveteen dress is 100% cotton. Dry clean only. Chemise  and men’s 
trousers and vest are machine washable cotton. All are made in USA.
A50041  Velveteen Dress   

(Waist sizes 27-29", 30-32", 33-35", 36-38", 39-41")  $159
A50042 Chemise  (full length; one size)  $49
A50043  Save $20 Dress and Chemise  $188
A60040 Rogue’s Vest (M, L, XL)  $69
A90190 Rogue’s Trousers (L, XL)  $40
B60080 Leather Bracers, pair  $40  |   B10050 Head Wrap  $15
B20210 Leather Ring Belt (1¾" wide, up to 70" long, snip tip to fit)  $45

actual size

 lindau guEst BooK & Journal
The far-reaching influence of Celtic art is seen in the 8th century 
Lindau Gospel of Switzerland, a dense interlace of Celtic knotwork 
rendered in precious metals. These reproduction covers convey 
the opulent original in amazing detail: the feel of inlay and jewels, 
knotwork and medallions. Large journal and guestbook both feature 
fully decorated flap with magnetic closure, sewn binding with two 
ribbons to mark your place, and memento pouches inside the back 
cover. Each has 144 acid-free unlined pages.
C14011 Lindau Guest Book (9" x 7") $24.95
C14012 Lindau Large Journal (8¼" x 11¾") $29.95

Women of Renown
The Celts honored their craftsmen and priests,  

but it was the Bards who wowed the crowds 
with  epic stories of gods and heroes. As often 
as not, the stories were by and about women. 
From tales of Boudicca the warrior queen to 
the sagas of Grace O’Malley, strong women 

have been at the heart of Celtic legend.

   villagE tanKard
Let those of high office have their 
fancy pewter tankards—the  
honest villagers take their ale in mugs 
of sturdy leather. These modern 
interpretations are quite pleasing with 
their intricate knotwork. Belt-hook 
mug-holder with pewter knotwork 
medallion lets you take your tankard   
wherever a keg is opened. Removable 
heavy-duty plastic insert assures 
washability. 16 oz. capacity. In brown 
or black, with patterns as shown.  
Made in USA.
D63540  Leather Tankard  $68
B60120  Belt Mug-Holder  $15

 KnigHts of tHE rEalm
A procession of knights, armor gleaming; horses draped 
in fine cloth and silver fittings; trumpets and drums sound, 
and a jumble of bright banners signifies their allegiance to 
the realm. The Knight’s pendant, based on a battle flag of 
the Middle Ages, brings to mind the glorious image of the 
king’s best champions. Sterling silver, on 20" chain.  Made in 
Ireland by acclaimed designer Martina Hamilton.
J20024  Knight's Pendant  $128

actual size

  cEltic pEns
These Celtic-design pens in black enamel will inspire you to sit down and write a letter the  
old-fashioned way. Available in two styles, both gift boxed. Slimline in gold or silver.
C18010  Celtic Slimline Ballpoint Pen (5½")  $18  |  C1802  Celtic Hefty Ballpoint Pen (47⁄8")  $27

5½" Slimline

actual size

 NEW!  KnotworK unKnottEd
Unravel the secrets of an eternal knot! Clever and attractive necklace 
is two designs in one—wear as a row of trinity knots, linked by the 
sparkle of five tiny diamonds, or let the internal magnets form a circular 
eternal knot. Measures 18-20" as trinity knot necklet or 16-18" as circle 
knot pendant. Sterling silver and diamonds; by Keith Jack.    
J20028  Transformation Necklet  $150

The Rogue

Knotwork Trim

actual size

  illuminatEd nEcKlEt
Before the printing press, books were rare and precious possessions, beautifully bound and lavishly 
illuminated in a manner befitting their esteemed worth. Celtic manuscripts often featured elaborate 
zoomorphic knotwork, a style reflected in this intricate necklet. The figures of four birds entwine in 
sterling silver, a tribute to the masters of ancient art. Adjusts from 16-18" long.
J21490  Four Birds Necklet  $54

actual size

47⁄8" Hefty

Large Journal

Guest Book
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EXCLUSIVE!  mErry mEEt    
A moebius strip is a form with just one 
side, a circle that truly never ends. 
Reading “Merry meet, merry part, merry 
meet again”, this moebius pendant 
casts a never-ending greeting of Wiccan 
goodwill. Sterling silver on 18" chain.
J21530  Merry Meet Pendant  $45

actual size

  a cHarmEd lifE
Symbols of the good in life—pentagram of spirit, hearts, 
eternal knots, the moon—abound on this remarkable jewelry 
collection. Wear it to attract good fortune or remind yourself of 
the blessings you have. Cuff bracelet adjusts for size. Necklet 
adjusts from 16-18". Ring in whole sizes 5-12. Sterling silver.  
Designed by Paul Borda.
J50190   Heart Pentacle Bracelet  $110
J10790   Heart Pentacle Earrings  $38
J21280    Heart Pentacle Necklace  $58
J75360   Heart Pentacle Ring  $24

shown at  
2/3 actual size

   danú
Danú the mother goddess 
brings the swift-running 
water, and overflowing 

abundance. She was widely 
revered—the Danube River and many places 
in Ireland bear her name. Detailed statue in an 
extraordinary blue-green finish shows Danú 
bearing an overflowing basin. Enrobed in a 

cape depicting the Tree of Life under the night 
sky, Danú is a symbol of fertility and the life 
force. Made with clay from the Ganges River in 
a resin suspension by a women’s fair-trade co-

operative in Calcutta. 9½" tall. Gift wrap and 
rush delivery not available.
D20030  Danú Statue  $98

Goddess of Creation
To the Celts, the Goddess represented not just the feminine 

aspect of creation, but also the creative force itself—the 
genesis of poetry and song, decoration and the useful 

arts. From Cerridwen and her cauldron of wisdom 
to Brigid—poet, blacksmith and midwife—

Celtic lore reflects this female figure  
of creativity and inspiration.

   triplE  goddEss
The seasons of a woman's life: Maiden, 
the promise of youth; Mother, fruition and 
maturity; Crone, the wisdom of age and 
experience. Silver pendant depicts the triple 
goddess beneath the phases of the moon. 
Sterling silver on 18" chain.
J21510  Maiden, Mother, Crone Pendant  $48

 druidcraft tarot
At a time when we seek a closer connection with the natural world, this 
beautiful deck invites us to celebrate the earth and the rhythm of her 
seasons. Combining two streams of the Celtic tradition—Wicca and 
Druidry—this is a tarot of extraordinary depth and relevance. Use it as 
a gateway to your inner spiritual world for insight and inspiration. 78 
beautifully illustrated tarot cards, and 192-page guidebook by Philip 
Carr-Gomm.
M61550   Druidcraft Tarot  $24.95

 tarot Bags
Contain the energies of your tarot deck, and keep it secure when 
not in use. Each representing one of the four elements of fire, 
water, earth and air, these velvet bags are printed with thematic 
designs and trimmed with handsome fringe. Choose from 
Earth, Air, Fire or Water. 5 ½" x 7½" plus 2 ½" long fringe. 90% 
polyester/10% spandex. Made in USA.
B90050  Tarot Bag  $22

Earth

Fire

WaterAir

   flowEr powEr
Why use your wings when you can 
ride broom power? Fairy witch rides 
a broom of twig and blossom in this 
charming sterling silver pendant.  
On 18" chain.
J21380   Witch Fairy Pendant  $32

actual size

goddEss paintings 
Goddesses of creation, of healing, of death and 
transformation—the Divine Feminine is the heart of 
mythology in cultures around the globe. Susan Seddon 
Boulet’s paintings bring new form to these universal 
symbols. Text by Michael Babcock tells the story of each 
goddess and her universal archetype. 128 full-color 
pages, 9" x 12". Softcover.
M10012  Goddess Paintings Book  $29.95

 agE of romancE
Magically transport yourself to a time of adventures and castles, sorcery and 
spell-casting, romance and chivalry. Renaissance top is a fantasy of ribbon and 
lace, bell sleeve and pointed hem. Flattering square neckline.  Decorative bodice 
lacing and back ties enhance the fit. Polyester/spandex; hand wash/line dry. In 
Blackberry print. In a full range of sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3X, 4X, 5X. Made in USA.
A60014  Renaissance Top  $59

actual size

  ravEn spirit
A messenger between worlds and an agent of deep 
healing, the raven was sacred to the Celtic goddesses 
Rhiannon and Morrigan. Evoke the raven spirit in sterling 
silver. Pendant and earrings depict highly detailed 
ravens; finely wrought ring sits on your finger at a slight 
angle, invoking Raven’s trickster persona. Pendant on 
leather cord (16" or 18"), ring in whole sizes 5-12.
J10130  Silver Raven Earrings  $24
J20130  Silver Raven Pendant  $32
J75010  Silver Raven Ring  $32

actual size
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  EXCLUSIVE! into tHE mystic 
Enter an enchanted forest, and let your heart fly into the 
mystic. Envelop yourself in the magic of Scottish artist Keli 
Clark’s Into The Mystic image, and warm your spirit and your 
body. Intricately woven tapestry draws you into the entrancing 
vision of the moon-lit glade. All-cotton washable throw is 
50" x 60". Fully finished and backed wallhanging is 53% 
cotton/47% polyester. Hanging available in two sizes: 26" x 
36" or 35" x 53"; each comes with hanging rod and hardware. 
Gift wrap and rush delivery are not available for wallhanging.  
Made in USA.
D50560  Into the Mystic Throw  $58
D50590  Into the Mystic Wallhanging 

26" x 36"  $68  |  35" x 53"  $128

actual size

 BE onE  
witH tHE nigHt

She walks in beauty, like the night
Of cloudless climes and starry skies−Byron

Be one with the night. The full cycle of the moon is yours, displayed on a bracelet 
of sterling silver inlaid with black and white stone. Sizes S (7"), M (8"), L (9").

J52200  Phases of the Moon Bracelet  $78

actual size

 NEW!  owl of tHE 
midnigHt moon
The owl rules the night—
seeing what others cannot, 
moving silently to grasp 
what is hidden. In this finely 
detailed sterling silver 
pendant, an owl holds a pearl, 
as if to illuminate the night. 
Sterling silver on 18" chain.
J20036 Midnight Owl Pendant  $59

EXCLUSIVE!    
sEcrEts of tHE ravEn
The raven, messenger of the Otherworld, 
brings you tidings of beauty and mystery. 
Labradorite beads hold a secret of their 
own—each will shine with an individual 
iridescence when viewed at a different 
angle, making the necklace vary with every 
movement. Pendant is made of recycled 
copper and reclaimed silver, and will display  
a natural handcrafted patina that varies with 
each piece. Necklace is 16" long.  
Handcrafted in USA.
J21460  Raven Moon Labradorite Necklace  $98
J11000  Labradorite Earrings  $42

shown at  
3/4 actual  

size

   moondancE Earrings
A marvelous night for a moondance—indeed it is! Dance beneath the 
full moon on a clear night full of promise and possibility. Sterling silver 
earrings feature a moonstone held by eternal knots. 
J13510  Moondance Earrings  $36

actual size
 Bold cHangEs
A spiral signifies growth and change. Make a big change in your look with 
this bold silver spiral, swooping around a glowing opal. Sterling silver, 
pendant on 16" or 18" satin cord (please specify).
J10820  Opal Round Earrings  $38
J21310  Opal Round Pendant  $48

actual size

Dusk BlueClaret Peat

  cEltic ruana
On a bright autumn day when it’s cool under the turning leaves, 
or in early spring when a sunny day is still chilly, turn to this cozy 
ruana. Warm but lightweight, this versatile wrap complements 
any style. In rich heathered Claret, Peat, or Dusk Blue; edged 
with black Celtic knotwork. Fully reversible to black with colored 
border. 100% acrylic; dry clean only. One size. Made in France.
A10150  Reversible Ruana  $98

 pHasEs of tHE moon
New, crescent, gibbous, full—the rhythm of 
the moon defines the night. All the phases 
of the moon are seen on this pendant, 
surrounding a pentacle star of spirit. Sterling 
silver with inlaid stone, on 18" chain.
J21500 Phases of the Moon  
 Pentacle Pendant  $35

NEW!   
moonligHt BluE
A woman standing on the stairs 
in the shadow, listening to distant 
music−James Joyce

EXCLUSIVE!  An intriguing interlude 
on a moonlight night—just a glimpse, 
and so many possibilities...

Step out for an enchanting evening 
in elegant moonlight-blue georgette.  
Gracious Edwardian-style dress 
features tone-on-tone embroidery, 
pin-tucked empire waistline, 
¾-length bracelet sleeves and satin-
trimmed ruffle at the hem. The slip 
continues the flourish of ruffles that 
beg you to dance.

Dress is viscose georgette; 
detachable underlayer is rayon with 
nylon ruffle trim. Dry clean, sizes XS, 
S, M, L, XL, 2X, X3.  

A50017 Embroidered Georgette 
Dress  $128

actual size

Reversible!

 NEW!  ravEn’s 
trEasurE
EXCLUSIVE! Carry a raven 
to guard your treasures. 
A soaring raven adorns 
this bag on a medallion 
of copper with a natural  
handcrafted patina that 
varies with each piece. 
Butter-soft leather bag in 
black with cordovan accent 
is lined with suede. Zipper 
closure, one inside pocket 
and two outer pockets.  
7" x 13½" x 2¼" with 26" 
strap. Handmade in USA.
B40656  Raven Handbag  

$185
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trinity Knot JEwElry 
The concept of a trinity is found 
in most spiritual traditions, 
with three entities separate but 
connected. Strike a perfect 
balance in 10k gold! Ring in sizes 
4-12; continuous pattern; ring also 
available in sterling silver.  
Made in Ireland.
J10090  10k Gold Trinity Knot Earrings  $128
J20040  10k Gold Trinity Knot Necklet on 
                 18" chain  $168
J71020  10k Gold Trinity Knot Ring  
                 (sizes 4-8)  $298   
                 (sizes 9-12)  $378
J75030  Sterling Silver Trinity Knot Ring  
                 (see gaelsong.com)  $58

 connEmara marBlE    
Found in the remote western regions of 
Ireland, Connemara marble has long 
been exchanged as a gift between 
families who vow friendship through 
generations. Give a gift of Irish tradition 
to a friend—or to yourself! Sterling silver. 
Pendant on 18" chain. Made in Ireland.
J10607  Connemara Trinity Earrings  $48
J21140  Connemara Trinity Necklace  $48

 NEW!  dogwood  
nEcKlacE & Earrings
A sign of spring, the dogwood is one of 
the first trees to bloom, allowing time 
to appreciate its simple beauty before 
showier flowers arrive. The quiet delight of 
the dogwood is rendered in sterling silver. 
Double-flower necklet is 18". Made in Ireland 
by acclaimed designer Martina Hamilton.
J10018  Dogwood Flower Earrings  $98
J20027 Dogwood Flower Necklets  $138

  lord’s prayEr  
in gaElic
Ar n-Athair, atá ar neamh…  
The Lord’s Prayer in Gaelic, 
lettered in time-honored 
illuminated style. Double 
matted print of a handlettered 
illumination on vellum by artist 
Kevin Dillon. Framed under 
glass in rustic pine with symbolic 
motif; 10½" x 12½". Frames are 

individually handmade and will vary. Also available 
with gilded vine frame, 9" x 11", or unframed, 8" x 10" 
(not shown). 
D10310   Lord’s Prayer in Gaelic, Rustic Frame  $78
D10016   Lord’s Prayer in Gaelic, Gilded Frame  $49
D10320  Lord’s Prayer in Gaelic, Unframed  $25

   EXCLUSIVE!  HEart of tHE EartH
Gemstones are a gift from the heart of the Earth, each associated 
with unique attributes. These bracelets are a joy to wear; toggle clasp 
and eternal knot beads refine the look. 7½" length.  Made in USA. 
J51640  Gemstone Bracelet (specify stones)  $24

Tiger’s Eye & Blackstone—self-confidence and courage

Sodalite & Hematite—balancing head and heart

 Amethyst & Fluorite—spiritual transformation and intuition

shown at  
1/2 actual size

  tHE sEcrEt 
languagE of 
symBols   
Symbols are a universal  
language, used by every culture  
to convey fundamental messages. 
In this book, David Fontana explores 
more than 500 symbols grouped  
by theme. Lavishly illustrated.  
192 full-color plates; hardcover.
M10013  The New Secret Language 

of Symbols  $24.95

 NEW!  wintEr spicE
Spice up your winter! Striped cap with ribbed cuff to keep your ears toasty 
coordinates with long striped 76" x 8" scarf. Fingerless hand-warmers are extra-
long, with cable knit from wrist to elbow. 95% merino wool/5% cashmere.  In 
Laurel/Currant (coordinates with our Classic V-Neck Pullover on p.10.) Made in 
Donegal, Ireland.
B10016  Striped Hat  $40
B30016  Striped Scarf  $44
B10018  Striped Hand-Warmers  $42

January

May

September

February

June

October

March

July

November

April

August

December

actual size

 trinity 
Knot  
BirtHstonE 
JEwElry
Make the trinity knot 
your own. Refined 
sterling silver knots 
display your birthstone, 
balancing elegance with 
simplicity. Pendant on 
18" silver chain. Please 
specify month.
J10180  Trinity Knot
               Birthstone
               Earrings  
               $32
J20290  Trinity Knot
               Birthstone
               Pendant 
               $36

actual size

enlarged to show detail

actual size

actual size

 BEvElEd Knot 
window
Fill your room with rainbows! 
On a sunny day, the beveled 
glass eternal knot will joyously 
scatter the light. Graceful 
etched background sets off the 
crystal-like clarity of the central 
knotwork. 11½" x 14"; hanging 
hardware included. Rush 
delivery not available.
D91190  Beveled Knot  

 Window  $58

actual size

 NEW!  rEfinEd comfort
The refined view of the sweater. Clean lines and classic styling bring this 
cardigan a more sophisticated flair. Enlivened by subtle flecks of color, the soft 
merino wool offers the friendly touch of a comfortable favorite. Sizes S-XL (sizes 
run small; if between sizes, order one size up). In Moss or Merlot. 100% merino  
wool. Dry clean. Made in Donegal, Ireland.
A20021  High-Neck Cardigan  $178

Merlot
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Tree of Life

  lEatHEr Journals & cHEcKBooK covErs
A single tree, complete in itself, represents life and longevity. It is an image of power, a symbol of the 
earth’s great bounty. With exceptional quality, these embossed leather accessories capture its essence. 
Choose the Tree of Life in the round, framed by interlocking birds, or the Druid’s Oak, wrapped around the 
entire cover of the journal. Journals are available in two sizes; both are refillable with standard blank book 
inserts. In Oak Brown. Made in USA.
Large Journals—6" x 9"
C14030  Tree of Life  $78
C14060  Druid’s Oak  $78 

Small Journals—4½" x 6½"
C14830  Tree of Life  $58
C14840  Druid’s Oak  $58 

Checkbook Covers
C14050  Tree of Life  $38
C14930  Druid’s Oak  $38

The Tree of Life At the time of the Celts, ancient forests covered the northern lands, 
providing food, shelter and firewood—and sacred groves that inspired 

mystery and awe. Symbolized by the Tree of Life and the Green Man, the tree itself was a source of wisdom and hope,  
an enduring link between the upper and lower words. Today the Tree of Life remains a powerful reminder of the  
eternal cycle of the seasons and the irrepressible energy of life.

Druid’s Oak

 NEW!  cErnunnos
Cernunnos, the antlered deity of the woodland, is one 
with all the forest. He hears the cry of the fleeing hare, 
smells the scent of the pursuing wolf. The essence of 
masculine energy, he symbolizes the bounty of the 
forest and the hunt. Coldcast bronze resin. 10½" tall.
D20011 Cernunnos Statue $62

 druid’s oaK HandBag
The enduring Tree of Life is solidly rooted in the earth while spreading its 
branches across the sky. As lovely and strong as a tree, this roomy bag will 
organize your many necessities on your journeys short and long. Top-quality 
full-grain leather, decorated with a Tree of Life on the front, will last for years. 
Zipper closes with a delightful pewter pull embellished with the tree design and 
a Celtic knot. 15" x 9" x 2". Fully lined, two inside pockets. Made in USA.
B40680   Druid’s Oak Handbag  $258

 gardEn smilE 
The Green Man of the forest reveals his lighter side in this 
bird feeder sculpture. Put him in your garden, and he’ll  
feed the birds all day long and bring a smile to your face 
each time you pass by. 8 lbs.; 10 ½" h x 8" w x 4½" d. 
Weatherproof. Made in USA of handcast stone. Rush 
delivery is not available.
D40011  Garden Smile Bird Feeder  $59

EXCLUSIVE!  
gardEn of 
dEligHt
Brimming with 
life—abundant flowers, 
lush foliage, birds—this 
intricately detailed 
hanging is reminiscent of 
the fine tapestries which 
warmed the walls of 
ancestral homes in the 
Celtic lands. Bordered 
in a rich shade of gold, 
replete with greens, 
reds and blues, it is 
sure to enliven any 
décor. Inspired by the 
masterwork of William Morris, a founder of 
the Arts and Crafts movement, which advocated a return to medieval 
design and craftsmanship. Fully finished and backed cotton/poly wall-
hanging includes hanging rod and hardware. Available in larger size by 
special order. Also available as a 100% cotton 50" x 60" throw; machine 
washable. Made in USA. Gift wrap and rush delivery are not available for 
wallhangings.
D50050 Garden of Delight Wallhanging, 38" x 56"  $128 

Garden of Delight Wallhanging, 56" x 80"  $228   
(Special order; allow 3-4 weeks)

D50570 Garden of Delight Throw  $58

 NEW!   
grEEn man HooK
EXCLUSIVE! The accommodating 
Green Man is always happy to 
offer his assistance. The spirit 
of the woods comes indoors to 
hold your key or hat, wreath or 
drying herbs. 3¾" high. Hand cast 
pewter; made in USA.
D91401 Green Man Hook  $25

 NEW!  trEE of lifE
Rooted deep in the earth, branching toward the 
heavens, the Tree of Life connects the elements of 
the upper and lower realms and brings balance to 
the spirit. Sterling silver pendant depicts the Tree 
of Life against the evening sky. On 18" chain.   
Made in USA.
J20038 Tree of Life Pendant  $36

 NEW!  forEvEr young
Legend holds that one who carries an acorn will be eternally young. 
These small gifts of the lofty oak offer the promise of a shining future. 
Sterling silver brings a lasting beauty to the form of the humble acorn. 
Pendant on 18" chain.
J20033  Silver Acorn Pendant  $48
J10021  Silver Acorn Earrings  $50

actual size

actual size
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 NEW!  visions of ligHt & darK
Dramatic pendant reflects the light and the dark. One side is calming 
black onyx, while the other is energizing, iridescent white mother-of-pearl. 
A stunning adornment, these stones are also powerful tools for scrying. 
Use as a focus for meditation, and let your mind see images in the stone. 
Trimmed in sterling silver eternal knotwork, and topped with a trinity knot. 
18" chain.  
J20037   Scrying Necklace   $56
 

  quotH  
tHE ravEn
Upon a future midnight 
dreary, while you ponder 
weak and weary over 
a spreadsheet on your 
laptop—this raven will 
keep watch over your 
chamber or office door. 
Realistic raven, feathers 
an inky blue-black, with 
those deep dark eyes, is 
(whew!) smaller than life, 
but still stands 6½" high 
(including the branch).  
Hand-painted resin.
D20160 Raven Statue  

$29

wHat’s  
cooKing?
Protect yourself 
from spills, 
spatters—and 
spells. Not your 
grandmother’s 
apron—unless 
she was quite a 
gal—this midnight-
black apron for the 
kitchen conjurer 
shows the festivals 
of the year, and an 
array of herbs and 
symbols from old 
stone carvings. 
Sturdy cotton/poly 
canvas, machine 
wash. Imported 
apron, printed in  
the USA.

pEwtEr runE stonEs 
As pewter melds several metals into a whole much 
stronger than any of the parts, so casting and 
reading runes produces a meaning beyond each 
individual symbol. Set of 25 pewter rune tokens 
comes in a suede pouch with an introductory guide 
to interpretation of the runes. Made in USA.
For deeper insight, Runecaster’s Handbook is an 
invaluable resource. 130 pages; by renowned  
rune master Edred Thorsson.
C60060 Pewter Rune Stones  $45
M10330 Runecaster’s  
 Handbook  $14.95 

 NEW!   
HiddEn pEntaclE locKEt
A spirit message for you alone. To the world, this 
silver locket shows a triskelion of trinity knots. 
Inside finds a pentacle and space enough for a 
special charm—a stone, an herb, or a secret written 
message—so you can hold it near to your heart. 
Locket is sterling silver on 18" chain. Designed by 
noted Pagan artist Paul Borda.
J20044   Hidden Pentacle Locket  $118

offErings of EartH & air  
Invoke the elements of earth and air for your altar. The Moon Goddess sits with a cat and book of shadows at 
her feet, arms forming a space to place an offering. The base reads: “I am the soul of nature who gives life to the 
universe.” Paten shows a design of tree and pentacle—raised on one side, incised on a flat surface on the other. 
Footed offering bowl features a knotwork pentacle interlaced with the phases of the moon. Ravens call to the 
air in a pair of mini-candleholders, their wings bearing runic inscriptions. Horned-moon candleholders invoke 
the mystery of the night sky. 

Moon Goddess is 8" high, 7½" wide, large horned-moon candleholders are 4" high and 4" across; both are 
pewter-toned resin. Paten is 4½" diameter; bowl is 2½" diameter, 7/8" high; raven candleholders are 13/8" high, 
2½" beak to tail and hold chime candles ½" diameter. All are cast of solid pewter in the USA. All items designed 
by famed Pagan sculptor Paul Borda. 

D21940  Moon Goddess  $58
D70010  Tree Pentacle Altar Paten  $68
D68360  Moon Phase Offering Bowl  $28
D67460  Horned-Moon Candleholders, set of 2  $36
D67440  Raven Mini-Candleholders, set of 2  $36
D67430  Chime Mini-Candles, set of 10 assorted colors  $7

Dark Side

Light Side

actual size

actual size

 NEW!  magicKal potpourri
EXCLUSIVE! Fill your room with blessings of spirit! Glass potpourri jar with pewter pentacle top holds 
your favorite gifts of nature—add dried flowers, fruit and herbs to diffuse their scent, or display attractive 
shells, stones and other interesting finds. 2½" high, 4¼" across. Potpourri not included. Handcast in an 
artist’s foundry in the USA.
D90013  Potpourri Jar  $15 

crystal Ball   
The very symbol of divination, the crystal ball is a powerful tool for scrying.  Gazing 
into its depths unlocks energies and visions in the unconscious mind.  Lead-free pure 
quartz crystal ball comes with rosewood stand (designs will vary) and a satin-covered 
box. In Lavender, Green or Clear. Rush delivery is not available.
D91200 6 cm Crystal Ball  $24     
D91210 8 cm Crystal Ball  $48
D91220 10 cm Crystal Ball  $78     
D92180 SAVE  $22!  Buy one of each size for  $128!

B30013  Potions Apron  $20
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   st. patricK’s  
prayEr BracElEt

I bind to myself today: God’s power to guide me, 
God’s might to uphold me, God’s wisdom to teach me,  

God’s eye to watch over me, God’s ear to hear me… 

A moebius strip is a two-dimensional surface with only one side,  
a loop that truly never ends. This bracelet has the prayer of St. Patrick 

running across the entire moebius-shaped surface, a fitting homage 
to the power of the infinite. Sterling silver.
J52180  St. Patrick’s Prayer Bracelet  $98

actual size

actual size

  prayEr locKEt
What is your deepest hope, 
the most sacred prayer of 
your soul? Remembrance, 
benediction, aspiration, 
supplication, blessing—hold 
your devotion close to your 
heart. Write it down to make it 
tangible and clasp it between 
the intricate knots of this 
finely crafted pewter-tone 
locket. On a 24" chain. USA.
J29340  Prayer Locket  $18

  somEtHing BEautiful rEmains
The tide recedes but leaves behind bright seashells on 
the sand, the sun goes down but gentle warmth still 
lingers on the land. The music stops & yet it echoes 
on in sweet refrains… for every joy that passes, 
something beautiful remains.
Speaking to the peace of the soul, this touching 
elegy is presented in a print of a hand-lettered 
illumination on vellum, embellished with 
the artist's seal in wax. Double-matted and 
framed under glass; 12" x 15" gilded wood 
frame in elegant vine pattern. Gift wrap and 
rush delivery not available. 
D10170  Something Beautiful Remains
                 Framed Print  $99

actual size

  cross of iona
In the worldview of the Celts, 
every aspect of life is understood 
as connected, intertwined. 
Celtic crosses reflect this 
awareness even in the most 
ancient of designs. This graceful 
cross is adapted from one found 
at the monastery on Iona in 
Scotland. Sterling silver, on an 
18" chain.
J30020  Iona Cross Pendant  $30

cEltic mEmorial 
urns   
Commemorate the 
Celtic life well lived 
with a stately vessel 
of heavyweight solid 
brass. The Limerick 
cremation urn features 

a textured bronze finish and is embossed with a ring 
of traditional knotwork. The Galway cremation urn is 
finished in textured bronze or a muted green patina 
to reflect the hues of the Emerald Isle. The smaller-
scale Celtic keepsake urns are of identical quality, in 
Limerick style only, designed for keeping a portion 
of cremated remains or other beloved remembrance. 
Specify style.
D91950  Large Urn, 10½" high  $350
D91960  Keepsake Urn, 2¾" high  $98

Limerick

Galway

Bronze Galway

2¾" Keepsake Urns

  EngravEd gardEn stonE 
A tree or an orchid forever in bloom, flanked by eternal knots—add 
your personalization to create an enduring statement. Suitable 
for family name, memorial or inspirational thought. Rectangular 
concrete stone measures 9¼" x 7" x 2¼" and can be personalized 
with two lines of text, up to 16 characters each (including spaces). 
Please note: inscription does not automatically include   In Memory 
Of”. Please specify this as part of your personalization if you would 

like it included. Special order; allow 3-6 weeks for delivery. 
Non-returnable; gift wrap and rush delivery are not available. 

D92270  Tree of Life Engraved Garden Stone  $98;  
without personalization  $58

D92420  Orchid Engraved Garden Stone  $98;  
without personalization  $58

Orchid 
Stone

  BlEssing toKEns 
Spread the joy! Friends and family can 
tuck away a little token of your affection 

to carry wherever they go. Set of 
twelve pewter tokens presented 

in a satin pouch lets you send 
out a message of love and 
hope. Choose Claddagh with 
“Friendship, Loyalty, Love” 

or Celtic Cross with Irish 
blessing. 11⁄8" diameter. 
Made in USA.
C50120 Blessing  
 Tokens,  
                set of 12  $14

shown at  
3/4 actual size

 mEditativE maZEs & laByrintHs
Trace the path to a tranquil center. Walking a labyrinth or maze is an 
invitation to meditation and serenity. This art kit allows you to follow 
the winding path without leaving your home—color the labyrinth 
patterns and let your spirit flow where it will. Kit contains 80 sheets 
of black and white labyrinths to color and trace; 64-page book on 
the history and legends of mazes and labyrinths; and 10 colored 
pencils, all in an attractive gift box.
C40070  Meditative Mazes & Labyrinths  $15.95

  cEltic lands locKEts
A romantic tribute to the ancestral lands. Carry a beloved picture close to your 
heart, hidden behind a symbol of one of the Celtic realms—the thistle of Scotland, 
trinity knot of Ireland or dragon of Wales. Sterling silver, on 18" chain.
J21730  Celtic Lands Locket  $48

actual size

“

 
  four 
gospEls 
BooK  
BoxEs

The Evangelists, 
introducing the four 

Gospels, is one of the best-
known pages in the Book of Kells. Now 

it is a book all its own—or so it seems. With 
the look of antique books, these storage boxes are 

perfect for keeping secret treasures.
D24013  Small Evangelists Book Box (8¼" x 5½" x 2")  $21
D24016  Large Evangelists Book Box (10½" x 8" x 2¾")  $25
SAVE $10!  Buy one of each for  $36  
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The Fairy Mounds
The Celtic lands are full of fairy mounds—hills marking gateways to the hidden realms 
of the Fair Ones. While humans are rarely allowed a glimpse of the magical folk, 
the local animals are most familiar with their comings and goings. A rabbit 
suddenly startled by nothing, or transfixed, staring at an empty space, 
may be noting fairy presence beyond your human perception.

 lucKy in lovE
Aventurine, a stone as green as the 
hills of Ireland, is also said to bring 
good fortune. Silvery knotwork hearts 
interspersed with aventurine could 
bring good fortune in romance—or 
perhaps celebrate the treasure your 
heart has already found.  Adjustable: 
7 ¼" to 8" long.
J50012  Heart Toggle Bracelet  $28

 fairy HousEs
Discover a world of whimsical habitats 
constructed from gathered natural material (twigs, 
shells, pinecones). Find inspiration in dozens 
of pictures of fairy dwellings, from cottage to 
castle; fairy rooms, and structures created in 
environments from desert to tundra. Full-color 
hardcover, by Barry & Tracy Kane.
M10030  Fairy Houses... Everywhere!  

(56 pages) $14.95
M10040  Fairy Houses and Beyond!  

(64 pages)  $15.95

 of micE and mirrors  
Plain as a mouse? These two don’t think so—each 
thinks the other is beautiful. Two happy little mice 
gaze in a mirror, delighted in each other. Cast iron 
mirror for your table or shelf stands 6½" tall. 
D21160  Mirror with Mice  $38

’tis BEttEr to givE   
A generous rabbit shares her bounty with 

the birds, a charming depiction of the joy of 
giving. Antiqued metal rabbit stands 12" tall, 

rabbit plus patinaed leaf bird feeder is 15" 
long. Minor assembly required. Gift wrap and 

rush delivery are not available.
   D40120  Rabbit & Leaf Bird Feeder  $48

actual size

 crown of flowErs
The Celtic summer festival of Lughnasa often 
features a Summer Queen crowned with a 
garland of summer flowers. Silver garland 
and the deep-green striations of malachite 
bring a celebration of flora to these earrings. 
Sterling silver.
J10870  Crown of Flowers Earrings  $28

    doorway to 
EncHantmEnt

You can just imagine enchanting fairies dancing 
out of this door and into the woods. The reversible 

plaque on the door says “Shhh…the fairies are 
sleeping” while the other side says “Sorry we 

missed you…we’re dancing in the garden—The 
Fairies.”  7½" high, 53/8" wide.  Resin; suitable for 

outdoor use.
D22012  Fairy Door  $25

 ElvisH lovE ring
Proclaim your devotion in Elvish: “One ring to 
show our love, one ring to bind us. One ring to 
seal our love and forever to entwine us.” Available 
in sterling silver (not shown) and 9k British gold. 
7mm wide. Sizes 5-13. Made in UK.
J75280  Elvish Love Ring, Sterling Silver $58
J71320  Elvish Love Ring, 9k British Gold  $348

actual size

   cEltic mandalas
Create stunning one-of-a-kind greeting cards of Celtic artwork. Color the knotwork with the included 
pencils, and experience the meditative qualities of the Celtic mandala. Nicely boxed kit contains 12 
cards (4½" x 6½") printed with knotwork mandala outlines, envelopes, ten colored pencils, and a  
40-page book with guided meditations for each design. By Jen Delyth.
  C40060  Celtic Mandala Coloring Kit   $19.95

actual size

 NEW!  you BElong  
among tHE wildflowErs
EXCLUSIVE!  A meadow of bright wildflowers—who 
could resist tucking one behind an ear? Purple 
wildflower earrings keep that feeling and never fade. 
Enameled silver with amethyst bead.
J10024  Purple Flower Earrings  $22

actual size

 grEEn man flutE
The lord of the woods inspires music and dance, and evokes the spirits of the forest. Wooden flute decorated with the Green Man  

is tuned to the key of G. Comes with fingering chart and beautifully-woven carrying bag. Made in Peru.
C30051  Green Man Flute  $28

 catcH a falling star 
Catch a falling star and tuck it safely away. Julie 
Fain’s whimsical fairy captures a star under a 
full moon.  Wishes, dreams, happy mementos, 
special treasures—hide them all in this hinged 
wooden box with sueded interior and ceramic  
tile inset. 5" x 5" x 2½".  
D24660  Falling Star Box $32

 NEW!  tarot of tHE cEltic fairiEs
Journey to a hauntingly beautiful fairie land steeped in Celtic lore. This tarot will draw you into a unique 
realm of fey wisdom and guidance. Tarot of the Celtic Fairies includes 78 full-color cards illustrated 
with luminescent scenes of significant detail, and 160-page full-color companion book by tarot expert 
Mark McElroy, which will guide you through this enthralling paradise to find the answers you seek.
M61011  Celtic Fairies Tarot  $37.95
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EXCLUSIVE! tHrEE cats tHrow  
The allure of the cat. Aloof, wary, watching—and suddenly on your lap 

purring happily. Three black cats fix their gaze on you, but perhaps 
they will consent to snuggle. Cotton throw is as cozy as a cat on your 

lap. 50" x 60"; 100% cotton, machine washable. Made in USA.
D50610   Three Cats Throw  $58

Call of the Wild  
To the Celts, 

animals were living links between the known world of form 
and reason and the hidden world of intuition and spirit. The 
raven and the owl brought secret knowledge. The snake and 
the dragon foretold a coming transformation. And then there 
was the cat—Grimalkin in a thousand poems and plays—who 
was both a revered familiar and a treasured companion.

circlE of cats 
Seven feline guardians gather to observe 
the flickering flame in the center of their 
circle. Light the candle and let them do 
their magic! Handmade of cast stone 
in USA; includes candle. For indoor 
use only. 4½" tall. Gift wrap and rush 
delivery not available.
D67030  Circle of Cats
                  Candleholder  $88

 NEW!  Hail tHE cat King
EXCLUSIVE!  A cat may look at a king, as the 
saying goes—and all cats consider themselves 
royalty—but this one has been crowned!  
Sterling silver pendant shows a grinning cat  
in a style reminiscent of medieval carvings.  
On 24" silver chain. Made in Ireland.
J20035  Cat Mask Pendant  $59

  snaKEs of rEnEwal
The Celts considered the snake a symbol of renewal—in shedding 
its skin, the snake continually emerges anew. Sterling silver snakes 
entwine on a 16" necklet, while coordinating snakes  
coil on surgical-steel hook earrings.
J21090  Snake Necklet  $98
J10600  Snake Earrings  $38

shown at 2/3  
actual size 

 owl ring
An alert owl wraps 
its wing around you, 
poised to take off on a 
flight of fancy. Sterling 
silver ring in whole 
sizes 5-12.
J75080  Owl Ring  $32

  wHo’s a good Boy?
You know your loyal companion is a little angel. 
Tell everyone how you feel with an angel cat 
or dog pendant. Kitty curls around a ball of 
amethyst; dog begs to play with a rose quartz 
ball. Sterling silver pendant on 18" chain.
J20031  Cat Angel Pendant  $28 
J20032  Dog Angel Pendant  $30   

NEW!  cat   
tarot Bag
The Hermit: 
tarot card of 
introspection and 
searching. The cat: 
animal of aloofness 
and prowling. The 
cat meets her destiny 
here, appearing as the 
hooded Hermit. Carry your 
tarot or other treasures in this 
vividly printed 5½" x 8" silk bag 
with silk lining. Drawstring with Czech 
glass beads. Imported from Prague.
B90051  Hermit Cat Tarot Bag  $24

EXCLUSIVE! ravEnfligHt   
Fly swift Raven, carry the Hero. Fly far, Rhi Bran, carry him home.
Messenger and blessed soul carrier, wise one and clown, Raven is legendary in many 
cultures. To the Celt, Raven is the messenger to and from the Otherworld. The buckle is made 
from recycled copper and reclaimed silver, and will display a natural handcrafted patina 
that varies with each buckle. The unique process of reticulated fusion creates an earthy and 
organic feel. 3½" across. Suitable for belts up to 1½" wide, or pair with our Irish-made Celtic 
knot belt in brown or black leather, with snaps for easily switching buckles. 1½" wide.  
Waist size: S (28-30"), M (32-34"), L (36-38"), XL (40-42"), XXL (44-46").
B21130 Copper Raven Buckle  $58  |  B20010  Eternal Knot Belt  $40 
B22130  SAVE  $10! Copper Raven Buckle & Belt  $88

 EXCLUSIVE!   Epona’s glory 
Horses are powerful totems, the symbols of 
Epona and Macha, Celtic goddesses believed to 
guide and protect mortals from first to last breath. 
With flowing knotwork mane and tail, this highly 
detailed pendant will be treasured by horse 
lovers of all ages. 18" chain. Made in Ireland. 
J20210  Sterling Silver Pendant  $48
J20220  10k Gold Pendant $198

actual size

  wisH Box
Make a wish, and the guardian animal will 
keep it safe. Each box contains a tiny be-
ribboned scroll. Write down your wish and 
tuck it back in the box, and the mystical 
cat, wise owl or vigilant dragon will guard 
your secret while they work their magic.  
5" high. Choose Owl, Cat or Dragon.
D24050  Wish Box  $15

 crEscEnt 
dragon 
pEndant
A dragon coils 
around a crescent of 
silver. Although she 
is ready to pounce, 
she will keep a tight 
grip and stay with 
you. Designed by 
Jessica Galbreth. 
Sterling silver  
dragon pendant  
on 18" chain.
J20990 Crescent  

Dragon 
Pendant  
$36

actual 
size

actual size

actual size 
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Eternal Knot

  for your BonniE lassiE
The Luckenbooth is a traditional Scottish love token, combining entwined hearts 
for love and a crown for loyalty. Here, artist Maxine Miller incorporates a Scottish 
Highland stag and tops the locket with a thistle blossom. Sterling silver locket holds 
a good-sized picture of your loved one close to your heart. On a 20" cord.
J21480  Luckenbooth Locket  $98

   quaicHEs
Let’s raise a bowl to friendship! 
The quaich is the ancient vessel used to celebrate a bond between two 
clans, each partaking of the offered drink. Adorned with Celtic knotwork 
around the rim and on the handles, available in four sizes. Solid lead-free 
pewter; made in the UK.
D61010  Small Quaich (2½" diam.)  $42
D61020  Medium Quaich (3½" diam.)  $54
D61030  Large Quaich (4½" diam.)  $68
D61040  Extra Large Quaich (7½" diam.)  $128

 artisan watcH
For those who work with 
their hands, the belt loop 
watch keeps wrists free while 
keeping a timepiece handy 
and protected. Sturdy leather 
backing and clip hold the watch 
on belt loop or bag. Watch face 
is 1¼" diameter and protected 
by cover with pewter medallion; 
magnetic clasp opens with 
a flick of the thumb. Choose 
Triskelion or Celtic Swirl.   
Made in the UK by the longest-
established family of pewterers 
in the world—since 1779!
J80660  Artisan Belt Loop  

  Watch  $42

shown at  
1/2 actual 

size

Triskelion Celtic Swirl

EXCLUSIVE! scottisH tailor sHop 
Add a bit of Scotland 
to your sewing table. 
Miniature tailor shop 
scene is actually a fine 
accessory set. Full jacket 
and kilt outfit holds scissors 
(included), a drum serves 
as a pincushion, and the 
thimble is decorated with 
bagpiper, thistle and stag. 
3" tall, 2" wide. Made in UK 
by the longest-established 
family of pewterers in the 
world—since 1779!
C41000  Scottish Sewing 

Kit  $32

EntwinEd 
tHistlE   
No shrinking 
violet, the 
tenacious thistle 
is as strong and 
beautiful as 
Scotland herself. 
Sterling silver, on 
20" chain.
J20780   Entwined  

  Thistle  
  Pendant                    

    $68

actual size

EXCLUSIVE!  tartan Bags 
Practical and high spirited, these tartan bags are made 
of Scottish elk leather and authentic Scottish wool 
tweed. Choose the heathered blues and greens of the 
Hunting McLeod or the warm crimson of the Muted 
Finlaggan plaid. Sporran-inspired purse is 10" x 8", 
with 33-38" adjustable shoulder strap; flap closes with 
a magnetic clasp. The zippered bucket tote is 12" x 10" 
with 20" leather handles. Both are lined and feature an 
inside zipper pocket and deep interior pocket for cell 
phone or other accessories. Made in Scotland,  
of course, by Barrhead Leather.
B40660  Tartan Sporran Bag  $148
B40670  Tartan Tote  $138

Muted Finlaggan

 NEW!  quintEssEntial scottisH cardigan
EXCLUSIVE!  A gentle mist of rain softens the colors of the Scottish countryside 
into an impressionist haze. The natural undyed wool of this ladies’ cardigan 
softens into a comfortable feel in a muted brown. Sizes S-XL, sizes run small. 
100% wool. Hand wash or dry clean. Made in Scotland.
A20019  Natural Brown Shirt-Collar Cardigan $128

  taming tHE 
wild tHistlE
The wild thistle becomes 
refined when combined with 
elegant silver eternal knots. 
Graceful ring blends thistle 
blooms and openwork for a 
winning statement of Scottish 
heritage. Sterling silver.  
Sizes 6-13. 
J76800  Thistle Knot Ring  $30

actual size

  tHistlE Kilt pin
Legend holds that Viking raiders, 
trying to surprise Scots with a 

night attack, stepped on a patch 
of thistles and alerted the Scots 

with their cries. The thistle 
has been the symbol of the 
Scots ever since. Combine 

this sterling silver thistle pin 
with your kilt for a classic 

Scottish look. Sturdy 
4" pin will hold heavy 

woolen tartan kilts or 
scarves.

J60010  Thistle Kilt     
               Pin  $58actual size

actual size

  lEwis cHEss sEt
In 1831 on the Scottish Isle of Lewis, an islander in pursuit of a cow made a 
remarkable discovery: a small stone chamber exposed by the eroding sand. 
Inside, he found a priceless collection of carved ivory chessmen of Viking origin 
from around 1150 AD. This wonderful replica of the Lewis chess pieces perfectly 
complements the faux ivory board with its clever compartments for storing 
checkers. King stands 2½" tall. Gift wrap and rush delivery are not available.
C20060  Lewis Chess Set (pieces only)  $55
C20070  Game Board and Checkers  $45
C20050  SAVE  $15! Complete Set:  
      Lewis Chess Pieces,  
      Checkers & Board  $85

detail

 tHE vErsatilE tHistlE
Proclaim your Scottish heritage and accentuate most any look with the 
simple elegance of a thistle set in sterling silver. Pendant on 16" chain.  
Ring in whole sizes 5-10. Made in Scotland.
J20021  Thistle Pendant  $32
J76016  Thistle Ring  $30
J10011  Thistle Earrings  $28

actual size

Hunting McLeod
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   tHrEE gracEs
Attractive and functional, this trio really holds hair in place. The diamond and 
bow-shaped barrettes feature bold knotwork in classic Celtic style, while the 
Joan of Arc design was inspired by a fleur-de-lis in the French Abbey of St. 
Denis. Made in Cornwall of pewter.
J40020  Diamond-Shaped Hair Barrette  $38
J40040  Joan of Arc Hair Barrette  $38
J40030  Bow-Shaped Hair Barrette  $38

 tHE glorious oaK
Strong and beautiful, the oak is the noblest tree in Celtic lore. The glory of the oak 
is expressed in this splendid jewelry. Hand-patinaed oak leaves show a hint of their 
natural bronze, like leaves beginning to turn. Exquisite hand-formed glass acorns 
improve on nature in the depth of their luster. Necklet on leather cord adjusts from 
16½–17½".  Designed by Michael Michaud; handmade in USA.
J10940  Oak & Acorn Earrings  $118   |   J20930  Oak & Acorn Necklet  $198

actual 
size

NEW!  connEmara candEligHt 
Connemara green marble from the west coast of Ireland has been prized for 
both its singular beauty and its connection to the Emerald Isle. Light a candle 
in the Connemara marble tea-light holder and illuminate a path to the old 
country. Measures 3½" across. Includes candle.
D67011  Connemara Tea-Light Holder  $24

 NEW!  caru
Caru—to love. A romantic walk in the early autumn—the last blooms of summer 
linger in the crisp, clear air. The scent of Caru blends summer and autumnal 
fruits: fresh green top notes warmed with iris and freesia, a heart of red berries, 
and a base of bittersweet amber, vanilla and fragrant woods. Made in Ireland.
H20011  Caru Eau de Toilette Spray, 50 ml  $48
H20013  Caru Gift Set (50 ml Spray, 100 ml Lotion in presentation box)  $55

  EXCLUSIVE! 
cEltic coppEr 
mailBox  
Adorned with hand-worked 
brass knotwork, acorns and 
oak leaves, this GaelSong 
original is large enough 
to hold the mail without 
crumpling magazines or 
letters. Measures 12¾" 
across, 10" high and 3½" 
deep. Mounting hardware 
included. Gift wrap and rush 
delivery are not available.
D92300  Celtic Mailbox  $98

  cEltic BElts
The simple beauty of Celtic craftwork is honored in these handsome belts, 
each in harmony with an individual style. In black or brown. Waist size: S (28-
30"), M (32-34"), L (36-38"),  XL (40-42"), XXL (44-46"). Made in Ireland.
B20110  Celtic Cowgirl Belt, 11⁄2" wide (choose silver- or bronze-tone buckle)  $68 
B20160  Simplicity Knotwork Belt, 11⁄8" wide (for men or women, silver-tone only)  $58 
B20150  Nouveau Celt Belt, 11⁄8" wide (for men or women, silver-tone only)  $68 

From top to bottom:  
Cowgirl (silver-tone),  

Cowgirl (bronze-tone), 
Simplicity and Nouveau

     
tHE winding patH 
A winding path of greenery, dappled 
with sunlight, leads you through the 
woods to find your way home again. 
The quiet pleasure of the journey 
is echoed in pearls of varied, 
muted greens and copper orbs 
swirling with Celtic spirals. 
Necklace is 20" long.  
Made in USA.
J21420 Winding Path  

Necklace   
$58 

J10910 Winding   
Path  
Earrings   
$28

shown at  
2/3 actual size

  HEavEnly 
Journal 
Hearken back to a time when 
books were rare and precious, 
when a volume would preserve 
not just important writing, but 
also pressed flowers and other 
mementos. Handwrought 
journal has an intricately tooled 
leather cover designed by 
Irish artist Courtney Davis. 
Hand-laced leather binding 
holds handmade paper pages 
flecked with pressed flowers 
and leaves. 300 pages; 5" x 7".
C14120   Celtic Angel Leather 

Journal  $48

Diamond-shaped                                   Joan of Arc                             Bow-shaped

 donEgal swEatEr coat
A rare clear day in western Ireland early in the year. The breeze is 
brisk—you can smell the damp flinty air of the rushing river. Take the long 
way round before heading into the village, and appreciate the raw beauty 
of the countryside. Elongated cardigan sweater coat keeps you warm, 
and will show off well later in town. Made of 100% merino wool, spun and 
knitted near the rocky coast of Donegal, Ireland. Dry clean. Sizes S-XL 
(sizes run small; if between sizes order one size up). In flecked tones of 
Wineberry, Moss or Merlot.
A20030   Donegal Sweater Coat  $198

Wineberry

Moss

Merlot
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   John 
Barleycorn
John Barleycorn, the 
convivial embodiment 
of beer and whiskey, is 
another aspect of the 
Green Man. Offer him a 
bottle, and he’ll happily 
remove the top for you!  
Wall-mounted Green 
Man bottle opener 
brings a festive air to 
any kitchen, bar or 
game room. 6¼" high, 
heavyweight pewter-
finish resin. Mounting 
hardware included.
D92410 John 

Barleycorn 
Bottle Opener  
$36

 
SurpriSe ending 
Antique volumes of forgotten lore—or  
so they look. Each is actually a box, to keep  
your treasures hidden like an untold story. Wood 
boxes decorated with leather-textured embossed  
Celtic knotwork emulate fine leather-bound books.
D24012  Small Celtic Knot Book Box (8¼" x 6" x 2")  $21
D24015  Large Celtic Knot Book Box (10½" x 8" x 2¾")  $25
SAVE  $10!  Buy one of each for only  $36

 EXCLUSIVE! enchanted taBle
A feast of color and design. Ravens call out to the elements, flanking an array of pattern suggesting water and 
leaf, fire and earth; the change of seasons, the many aspects of nature. Extraordinary runner transforms your 
table into a work of art. Runner is available in two sizes, 12¼" x 72" or 12¼" x 90".  Placemats are 17¼" x 12½".  
Cotton/poly; washable. From original paintings by artist Susan Dorf. Made in USA.
D80030  Raven Table Runner 72"  $42;  90"  $48
D80040  Raven Placemats, set of 4  $32

Jack-o-lanternS   
and Black catS
The Celts called it Samhain but most of us 
now know it as Halloween—a time when 
magic can happen. The crescent moon 
dances through the sky while black cats 
prowl in a pumpkin field—did they carve 
those jack-o-lanterns? If the mysteries of 
the night give you a chill, snuggle under 
this cozy 50" x 60" cotton throw. Washable. 
Made in USA.
D50470   Jack-o-Lanterns Throw  $58

Bridal Tray

   ForeSt Spirit candleholder
The venerable spirit of the ancient forest invites 
you to tend the candles and illuminate his benign 
visage. 9" tall, made of heavyweight bronzed resin. 
Holds standard tea-light candles (not included). 
Rush delivery is not available.
D67170  Forest Spirit Candleholder  $48

   EXCLUSIVE!  
great thingS to come
The oak is the most revered of all trees—a symbol 
of strength and energy, its acorns a sign of great 
things to come. Make great things happen with 
this notable jewelry suite. Delicate sterling silver 
oak leaves and 9k rose gold acorns are more 
beautiful than the tree itself. Necklet adjusts from 
16-18". Ring in whole sizes 5-10. Made in a small 
family workshop in Oban, Scotland.
J10840  Oak Leaf Earrings  $98 
J21330  Oak Leaf Necklace  $198
J75370  Oak Leaf Ring  $88

actual size

  Wheel oF the year
The Celts did not measure the passing of time with 
a calendar. Their sense of the years was circular, 
marked at the quarters and cross-quarters by 
seasonal festivals. This beautifully detailed plaque 
by Maxine Miller depicts the cycles of nature in 
plant forms arrayed around spokes denoting 
the festivals. Wood-finish resin plaque has eight 
hangers on the back, so you can turn it as the year 
turns. 12" diameter.
D23020  Wheel of the Year Plaque  $58

   Forevermore   
Solid, elegant, with the timeless look of pewter, 
these pieces make a meaningful statement on the 
wedding altar, and then on the dining room table 
for years to come. 
D63020  Goblet, 7¼" high  $29
D67090  Unity Candelabra, 11" high  $42
D65310  Platter, 12" diameter  $36
D65460  Bridal Tray, 10½" diameter  $34
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